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AB STR ACT

Speculative Politics—Fictionalized Spectacle posits an
alternate model for design practice. Borrowing from the
genre of science fiction, this design approach activates
consideration of possible realities and cultural forms.
It raises questions and invents problems instead of
solving them. By imagining technologies, policies, laws,
and conditions that do not yet exist, design becomes an
agent of investigation to highlight current and future
social, cultural, and political conditions.
The projects within this thesis reconsider our
present situations through methods of speculative
documentation. The act of documentation becomes a
process of manipulating notions of truth to render fictions
from reality. Using subversion, instigation, satire, and
a “What If” methodology, elements from traditional
graphic design media are reframed as plausible and
possible narratives. Some projects begin as self-reflexive
investigations of a particular medium. Others propose
possible futures of political organizations through fake
collateral, creating documentation out of the unreal. What
if the flags of America represented fragment iterations of
our sub-nationalities, or if the United Nations was untied
from its present, and contradictory, identity. It’s all open
to questioning and up for debate.
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The term ‘document’ is defined in library
and information science, and in documentation
science, as a basic theoretical construct. It
is everything which may be preserved or
represented in order to serve as evidence for
some purpose. The classical example provided
by Suzanne Briet is an antelope: “An antelope
running wild on the plains of Africa should
not be considered a document, she rules. But
if it were to be captured, taken to a zoo and
made an object of study, it has been made into
a document.” It has become physical evidence
being used by those who study it.1
Index by Type
and Country (2014)
5.5 x 8.5 inches
Documenting and cataloguing
past experiences. In this
document, the catalogue
categorizes the items within the
show called Graphic Design Now
in Production, that was displayed
at RISD museum during Spring
and Summer of 2014. The items
are categorized by the countries
of the creator and the type of
graphic design techniques they
used.
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A major aspect of graphic design practice, is the facilitation of
documentation; interpreting an event that has already happened
by shaping content. As a designer, my investigation focuses on
a subversive and fictionalized act of documentation in order to
address current politics and historical connotations.
I approach the “document” as an opportunity to anticipate
and speculate on future possibilities of an experience. The practice
of documentation often involves the act of archiving or storing an
experience that would become what designers can use as “content.”
The process of documentation creates a container as a means to
shape the content. It is within this area that defines what we would
call a document in graphic design terms.
As stated by filmmaker and theorist, Hito Steyerl, all
documents have a fictional layer to them, and therefore lend

1. Buckland, M. (1998). What is
a digital document? In: Document
Numerique (Paris) 2(2). http://people.
ischool.berkeley.edu/~buckland/
digdoc.html

O R I G I N P O I N T —T H E DO C U M E N T

O R IG IN P O INT—Th e Docum ent
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How can we fictionalize the document so that it ceases to
be part of the past and exists in the present to form a speculative
document? Graphic design can utilize fictional narratives in
the same way as literature and film to create more possibilities of
an experience. The act of documentation within this thesis does
not promote unreality. It is not indicating that it is being truthful
or factual. It acts in an ambivalent nature in regards to reality,
bordering on the surface of the unreal, to create a new experience
of a fictional document.

O R I G I N P O I N T —T H E DO C U M E N T

a fictionalized narrative and manipulation of what is considered
real. In Documentarism as Politics of Truth by Hito Steyerl, she
describes politics as something that is not made from truth, but
rather “truth from politics.”2 The idea that the belief of what
is considered truth can be manipulated via the production and
presentation of a documentary experience. Acts of propaganda
by governmental entities are also included in this particular
notion of documentary. Steyerl describes the possible actions of
a documentary as “suggesting, proposing, evoking, preventing,
or reshaping actions (or attitudes)” and “documentary forms do
not depict reality as much as first producing it.” They create the
elements necessary to support the “reality that is documented in
them.”3
As an alternative way to shape the experience of
documentation, I look to science fiction. Sci-fi is a genre that can
place the story in a futuristic setting, often relying on technology,
policies, laws, and conditions that do not yet exist as a vehicle to
comment on current socio-political situations. As a reaction to
the graphic design practice at large, my aim is to borrow elements
from sci-fi and fictional narrative as a vehicle for commentary. As
designers, we do not have the same responsibility as scientists or
journalists where facts have to be reported accurately. A designer
has the freedom to create propaganda, and has always had the
ability to get the message across at all costs, regardless of factual
accuracy. What if we participate in an alternative version of the
practice where part of designer’s responsibility is to comment on
sociopolitical situations? Or to use the method of speculation to
counteract and amplify how trustworthy the document is? Contrary
to the creation of an end-all documentation, the document can
come to symbolize the question about the future of the experience
instead. My thesis reframes the act of documentation to include
possibilities and past, in order to express the real and unreal at the
same time.

2. Hito Steyerl: Documentarism as
Politics of Truth. http://eipcp.net/
transversal/1003/steyerl2/en.
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3. Ibid.
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SPECULATIVE is a derivative
from speculum (mirror)
and speculari (to look in
or by means of the mirror).
The speculative, then, is
evidently a relationship
of mirroring.

SPECULATORS of the future
mean that the content can
be a reflection of present
situations. They can be
socially relevant or issues
within the field. The designer
is free to frame the content
in whichever way he or she
wants to frame it. It can be
critical or noncritical but it
can stand without an answer
to the problem.

WHAT if or possibilities of a
scenario and narrative, not
just the most likely outcome
but also the far-fetched
ones.

O R I G I N P O I N T —T H E DO C U M E N T

RESEARCH and
interpretation is used to
support the fictionalization
of the content.

QUESTION the notions taken
for granted takes aim at
the experiences most often
ignored. The project will
usually remind the viewer of
that experience in order to
put that experience under
scrutiny.

5.
Speculative design invents a problem and poses
questions. Audiences of speculative design are invited to
question the assumed notions taken for granted.

4.
Speculative design frames problems and initiates
the “what if.”

3.
Speculative design is both a research and interpretive
method used to amplify socio-political problems,
whether topic issues in the news media, or those that
lack public attention—the unacknowledged and unseen.

2.
Speculative design invites designers to become
speculators of the future. It shows alternative and critical
theoretical propositions with no pragmatic end.

1.
Speculative approaches offer an alternate way
to practice design.

Manifesto
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PROJECTS

Projects: 1
Graphic Design
About
Graphic Design
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Am I Readable / Less is More (2013)

CAN A
POSTER
REFERENCE
ITSELF?

20

PROJECTS

The project is a response to find
the concept of “ornaments” (in this
case, derived from late 19th Century
book about dress shoes), and use
it as an argument for & against the
modern connotations of ornaments.
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Poster
18 x 24 inches
What does it mean for a graphic
design object to be ornamented?
The project is a response to
19th century shoes ornamental
patterns. How does treat the
content and the shape the form
in a similar way? I try to shape
the poster the same way the
shoes would’ve been treated.
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What if a graphically designed object holds a level of selfreflexivity to prompt the audience to reconsider it as just an
object contained within itself?
I created a double-sided poster in a way that the content
and the form are meta in nature. The poster itself displays and
informs the viewer about ornamentation and excess. An excessive
number of icons and texts about ornamentation are layered on
top of each other with some regard to hierarchy. The poster
references the content to the viewer by breaking the fourth wall,
adding a level of self-reference through both interaction, and
ways of navigating the work. The aspect of self-questioning
is to be prompted by the content itself, whether excessive
ornamentation means something to the viewer.
Drawing attention onto the contradictory nature of the
format vs. content. While designed with excessive overlays of
information, one must consider the impulse to ornament becomes
suspect. One can step back and ask if ornament is necessary.

PROJECTS

Am I Readable / Less is More (2013)
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

Poster
18 x 24 inches

PROJECTS

In a booklet format.
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PROJECTS

Book of Book (2014)

HOW DO WE
READ
A BOOK?

How does a reader respond to a
book? How should the typeface
read in a book? This project
serves as an examination of the
Book as the format, form, and
content at the same time, to reexamine the way we experience
these objects.
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regular contrast / reverse contrast

THIS TYPEFACE IS A TYPEFACE

32

and SHIFT CONSTRAINTS

to subvert normal reading experience

instead of left and right

top and bottom part of a letter

UP and DOWN on the

IS PUSHED

contrast typeface, where the contrast

CONTRAST of a REGULAR

This is a typeface is a reverse

in accordance with a humanist pen stroke

Type Specimen
18 x 24 inches
Typefaces
Reverse contrast
Normal contrast

Book of Book questions the concept of reading, using the method
of documenting the definitions of the word “book” to instigate
the viewer to question the concept of a book as both the form
and the method of reading. The actual “book” object contain the
definitions of a book, while representing itself in various formats
that contains the book form, within the poster, the typeface, as
well as the book and the definition themselves. It becomes a
representation of a traditional printed graphic design output. It
is a set of objects that are interconnected, referencing each other
in a physical and virtual space, creating a set of references that
point inward.
The piece is inspired partly by Daniel Eatock’s older
body of work (completed in 1998), which has a degree of
“literalness.” By reconsidering what we would normally regard
as a “traditional” graphic design representation, I intend to show
the degree of references constantly pointing at each other. The
key object(s) in this project are poster, book, and typeface. The
reverse contrast typeface was created to enhance the concept of
shifting constraints—to disrupt the way people traditionally view
a book, forcing them to experience it sideways instead.
For this project, the method of documentation itself is
provokes a question. While a book generally offers some sort
of content, this book offers nothing but the definitions of the
word “book” from different dictionary sources on the internet.
The book becomes an archive of online definitions of “book.”
The definition has to be read sideways, according to the way the
typeface was created. As the definitions within the “book” are
set in a typeface with high reverse contrast to enhance ways of
viewing the book—as the definition, the form, and a standard
viewing space. The other mediums (other than the book itself)
make reference to the fact that this is a book, but pose the
question: what is actually the key object?

PROJECTS

with a normal contrast

Book of Book (2014)
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PROJECTS

Book
6 x 9 inches
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Book
6 x 9 inches
Posters
24 x 36 inches
Type Specimen
18 x 24 inches

PROJECTS

Typefaces
Reverse contrast
Normal contrast
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PROJECTS

Initial sequencing from the book introducing the
reader to the concept of how to read the book, by
going through a normal contrast typeface to be read
normally, and then a reverse contrast typeface,
instructing the reader to turn the book sideways.
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

Poster Typeface (2014)

WHAT IS
A TYPEFACE
FOR A
3 X 4 POSTER
RATIO?
44

PROJECTS

If a poster has a specific size,
what’s the best way to maximize
the poster’s surface?
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3x4

Type Specimen
18 x 24 inches
Poster Typeface
for 3 x 4 ratio

Poster Typeface is an investigation and question of traditional
poster format that are of 3 by 4 ratio, in this case, 18 x 24 inches.
The only way to use this typeface is to find an application with
the measurements ratio of 3 x 4 formats, which is also used as
standard measurements in architecture. The amount of letters
that can fit in a 3 x 4 ratio formats are six letters such as the word
“Poster.” The typeface is completely unusable and unreadable in
any other format.

PROJECTS

this is a typeface created for the 3 x 4 ratio

Poster Typeface (2014)
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PROJECTS

Poster of a Poster
18 x 24 inches
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PROJECTS

Poster of a Poster
18 x 24 inches
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PROJECTS

Poster
In real world context.
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Re-Fuck Content: Essay / Poster / Booklet / Type Specimen (2014)

HOW
MANY WAYS
CAN AN
ESSAY
BE SHAPED?

54

PROJECTS

The project examines the notion
the essay is discussing by
supporting it and subverting it
at the same time, treating the
content and re-contextualizing it
in as many mediums as possible.
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Fuck Content
35 x 53 inches
For the re-representation of
“Fuck Content” on the type
specimen spread, I broke up the
essay. Separating the paragraphs
into each individual sentence
and breaking the line after every
comma and after every period,
the object produced reshapes
the content and demonstrate
what the essay is saying. By
reapplying the constraints of
the poster onto the essay, the
re-contextualized essay now
functions as a library of type
specimens, an essay, and as a
statement to the graphic design
field. Centrally, the poster/
booklet subverts supports the
notion raise within the essay at
the same time.

In Michael Rock’s essay, Fuck Content, he emphasizes that the
value of the content never has to match the design quality,
as graphic design itself is the service of a larger industry. He
ended the essay by proclaiming that it is how designers shape
the content that matters more than the content itself by quoting
Ebert’s famous passage: “A movie is not what is about but how
it is about it.”4
The poster treats the author’s essay and his design firm
as content. According to a former employee, the author’s firm, 2
x 4, comes from the original intention that the firm’s work will
be more than just print, a 2-dimensional space, engaging the
4-dimensional world, the screen and physical space, as well.
The piece is a commentary on how much a designer shows his
or her body of work or portfolio, in comparison to what he
actually does, as most only show the work that they would like
to do more of. On 2 x 4’s landing page (as of November 30th,
2014), nearly all of the projects displayed are for an exhibition
design space, with an identity here and there. Is the firm truly
representing their name?
I used a vector drawing of an actual 2 x 4, to represent
2-dimensional space, so a physical 2 x 4 piece of lumber could
be placed within the outline. For the piece to be more than just
a 2-dimensional piece occupying the 3D space, it is able to display
and interact multi-dimensionally: the poster can be folded into
a 4-page booklet, unfolded into a spread of type specimen, or
completely unfolded into 2 by 4 tile. Everything about the poster
dimensionally, points to a 2 x 4, but notably the 2 x 4 object it is
referencing in real life / physical space, isn’t actually 2 x 4 inches.

PROJECTS

Re-Fuck Content: Essay / Poster / Booklet / Type Specimen (2014)

“Form has evolved dramatically from one
year to the next, and suggests a profession
that continually revises and reshapes the
world through the way it is rendered.”5

56

4. “A Quote by Roger Ebert.”
Goodreads. Accessed March 12,
2015. http://www.goodreads.com/
quotes/23409-it-s-not-what-a-movieis-about-it-s-how-it.

5. Rock, Michael. “2 × 4: Essay:
Fuck Content.” 2 × 4: Essay: Fuck
Content. Accessed November 9, 2014.
http://2x4.org/ideas/2/Fuck Content/.
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PROJECTS

60
61

PROJECTS

Fuck Content

PROJECTS

The specimen page, each line
of the essay is set in a different
typeface. The typeface’s name
are set in superscript as seen
below for BPdots Regular.
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PROJECTS

Captions
Set in National 9 pt
with 11 pt leading

66

SET IN
60 PT.
NORMAL
CONTRAST
TYPEFACE

PROJECTS

Colophon (2015)

67

Project title set in Altair in 12 pt.
Body text set in Altair in 12 pt. with 15 pt. leading.

Captions

Essays text set in Altair 16 pt. with 20 pt. leading.

This captions within this book is
completely typeset National by Kris
Sowersby from Klim Type Foundry
The body text and other display typefaces

68

were created by Prin Limphongpand
for various projects while at RISD. The
following are used: Altair (regular, italic,
bold) for body text, Reverse Contrast

PROJECTS

Set in National 9 pt.
with 11 pt leading

forevery text set in sideways, Normal
Contrast for title page and interviews.
This footnote is set in National 9 pt.
with 10.8 leading
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INTERVIEW

Interview
with
Tim Parsons

71

New Survivalism: Alternative ‘Bug Out’ Bags (2014)
Since the threat of nuclear cataclysm in the mid
twentieth century “survivalism” has embedded
itself in the public consciousness as an attitude
and a body of knowledge for those intent on
planning for the worst-case scenario. Typically
survivalists pursue extreme self-sufficiency,
squirreling food, medical supplies and weapons,
undertaking related training and identifying safe
havens. The focus is on reverting to tried and
tested means, and as such, it is anything
but progressive.

As thought experiments intended to broaden
debate about how we approach the concept of
post-disaster scenarios in our culture, these
alternative survival kits are intended as a starting
point for you to engage with the question “what
would you pack for the future?”

INTERVIEW

Conventional survival kits address only the
bottom of Abraham Maslow’s famous Hierarchy
of Needs (the physiological and safety needs of

food, water, shelter etc.). Rather than replacing
such kits, the alternatives proposed here represent
the higher concerns of our protagonists; the
protection of culture, the ability to make good
decisions, the facility to plan and dream, the
provision of access to cheap power, among
other things.

http://parsonscharlesworth.com/New-Survivalism-Publication
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Interview #1: Tim Parsons

74

Interviewed on March 5, 2015
In regards to MoMA design for violence
page discussion (in which Tim actively
participated on) about Berton & Nitta’s
idea of speculative design which I showed
to James Goggin, who advised me to nudge
Tim for an interview.
Tim: Popular post (see pg. 195 for the writeup)
On the internet years ago
Tim: What did you make of it all?
Well, I’m working on my thesis on Speculative Graphic
design. So, I’m interested in the discussion against
the practice itself. A lot of my projects, are about a
depressing point of view in a sociopolitical context.
I know your practice with Jessica, and it looks especially
optimistic and light mannered as opposed to other
speculative design projects that I’ve seen, so I thought
that was particularly interesting.
Tim: That’s interesting to hear, it’s funny, maybe because
we come from slightly different background in mixing.
I come from an industrial design background where you’re
supposed to be Optimistic Futurist, be very kind of protechnology in products helping people and Jess, having
come from Interaction Design program by Dunne Raby,
she really enjoys the dystopian viewpoint and using that to
provoke ideas. Maybe when we meld together we managed
to create something that are perhaps, if not very optimistic,
then certainly kind of balanced. Yeah, I just started
getting into your document you just sent me it looks very
interesting. Looks like you’re quite a long way through.
Basically, I have a semester left, I still have 4-5 more
projects left. But yeah, how do you see the current
landscape of speculative design practice? Because
here at RISD, I know Dunne and Raby is being cited
a lot within (graphic design / industrial) design
departments, a lot of people are picking up the dystopic,
depressing things to work with not just ID but even
in Graphic Design and Digital + Media as well. I’m
curious about what you think about what that current

landscape is like?
Tim: The general sense I get is that those projects are
finally being taken seriously by mainstream design press,
speculative design projects used to be largely ignored by
core77 and kind of mainstream industrial design blogs.
Now, they’re being featured sort of serious and same with
things like D-zines and of course, you get a certain amount
of backlash from those who are embedded in the very
traditional design world with a mindset where if you’re not
making something to be mass-produced it’s shouldn’t even
be called design. Whereas there’s a growing understanding
that the word design can and should be applied very
broadly and that these kinds of speculative projects, not
only in art and design, should be given the same amount of
credence and coverage. The problem with the area is more
to do with the way it is reached or rather, doesn’t reach
the general public; it’s very much something we’re aware
of within design, but if you said to me where in Chicago
I can see any speculative Design, I’d have a real difficulty
in telling you outside of the academy, certainly with the
case with Architecture and Design section here will show
Speculative Design work. There’s nothing on permanent
show. I think it’s noticable that the Design and Violence
project, that’s the project that Paola Antonelli pitched at
MoMA, and she’s very up front about the fact that they
said no, so they decided to make it a web presence. I would
love that in terms of the landscape of it, one of the main
drivers of Speculative Design is supposed to be elliciting
debate amongst the general public: if the general public
can’t see the work,then it’s failing. So, how can we build
more platforms so that the general public can not only start
to understand the way in which speculative design works,
which is a bit of a hurdle to get over, but also to have a
much broader experience of it. We have an interesting
guy come speak in the Designed Objects department last
week, a guy named Stuart Candy, who is a futurist working
in Toronto for a university there called OCAD. He’s really
active in getting his students to create fictions that are
kind of acted out in public, and creates these kinds of
speculative design situations, and he gave a very good talk.
Through it all, I realized that he’s taking that subject to the
people by taking this out in public and of course when you
think about it. I noticed you mentioned a few films in your
writing. Perhaps television and movies are really the place
where the public sees speculative design most regularly but
they don’t think of it as that.

INTERVIEW

Tim Parsons is a product designer and a writer and lecturer on
matters ‘design’. He explores a broad range of approaches, believing
a project’s direction should be shaped by a search for the definitive in
relation to specific conditions, rather than by applying a pre-conceived
style. Mixing influences from craft and industrial design, his projects
examine notions of familiarity, functionality and the quality of materials
and processes, producing simple, durable objects.
Tim was brought up in Wiltshire, England and studied industrial
design in Bournemouth and Teesside before attending the Royal College
of Art in London from 1998 – 2000. Upon completion of the Design
Products course he began selling his own products to London retailers
and was commissioned to undertake a research project for the Helen
Hamlyn Research Centre, a centre for the promotion of socially inclusive
design based at the Royal College of Art. In 2002 he moved to Manchester
where he taught three dimensional design at Manchester Metropolitan
University before returning to London in 2007 to teach at Camberwell
College of Arts.
Tim has collaborated on design projects with internationally
renowned designers such as Matali Crasset and Vogt & Weizenegger and
has led teaching workshops in France, Italy, Sweden and Poland. He has
contributed regularly to the British design press reviewing exhibitions
and writing features for Blueprint magazine and has recently written on
design for Phaidon books.
He has established the manufacture of his products through
Innermost Ltd, A.R.Wentworth, Thorsten Van Elten and The Berlin
Institute for the Blind and his work has been exhibited widely including
at The Design Museum, London.

It seems like designers outside of the academia are not
very open to the idea of designing to raise awareness

75

instead of solving problems... I suppose they say that
it’s pointless?
Tim: I think Tony Dunne has been in that situation many
times when he started doing lectures in design school and
would get the type of response, that “This is Art.” That is a
common response but it’s one that seems to me to illustrate
how willing people are to try and put things in boxes and
not actually think about the social relevance of some of
these ideas.
I didn’t answer your question about how it plays out
in the designed objects department. I think because we are
trying to be conventional industrial design department,
it gets talked about often a lot. We don’t have that many
thesis projects that are squarely speculative design, but I
the students are aware of that way of working. Jess has a
class in the masters design designed objects program that
introduces some of these ways of thinking but one thing is
maybe a cultural thing. I think a lot of students don’t want
to be dystopian, even if it is in the service of some greater
good that their project might serve. I think there’s a sense
that just wanting to help people and sometimes, Jess and I,
on separate occasions, show students this TV series called
Black Mirror (on BBC Television) Have you heard of that?

even in Industrial Design if you’re not making a product
then it’s not making money then it’s not going get out into
the world in a very effective way. If there’s not enough
art or design gallery taking the work or buying the work it
doesn’t have an economic framework there. If it is existing
on blogs then great, but then again, there’s no payment for
it. A lot of the people we’ve met who are involved in this,
have managed to survive through doing these projects in
response to research grants or they do find an exhibition. I
hope that that will change; I think once there’s a clear kind
of economic framework in which these projects can operate
then I think it would be easier for people in the academy to
feel confident about pushing it. Ultimately, we’re in
a situation whereby education seems to be getting more
and more expensive and that students are forever asking
that question of how am I going to apply all of this that
you’re teaching me. We have a responsibility in the
academy to not push the students towards things that
are not viable but at the same time, if we were to ignore it
completely we would be doing them a disservice by not
introducing it as an idea set. You could make the same
argument with regard to Fine Arts, of course there’s a great
economic framework around Fine Art, but how many MFA
students go straight out and manage to convert that in an
investment straightaway.

Nope.
Tim: You should check it out, it’s a British TV series,
written by a guy named Charlie Brooker, it’s a good
example of TV embracing the idea of Speculative Design
around technology, they’re also set in kind of near future
scenario but there’s a real air of cynicism going through
which I think doesn’t sit well with a lot of the American
students that I’ve met.
I think we’ve had a discussion about Speculative Design,
one of the things I came up with with the ID department
is that their first semester, is that they’re taught to be
open, and in a way, to do very speculative projects, but
in the second semester, you now make a chair for a
company. What do you think about that design track,
what should we be fostering in design schools in general
in regards to Speculative Design practice?
Tim: I think it should be given equal kind of focus. I
think when it’s done well, if it really does enable effective
critique of whatever it is looking into and whatever it is
about then it is a very important thing. The only problem
that people have with it is that the economic frame in
which it operates is not very established or clear. Because
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Speaking of economic framework, somebody said to
me that it was sort of a First World privilege, if you
will, a grad school privilege to do Speculative Design
that it’s not relevant outside of academia to even have
discussion with, because the conversations are also selfcontained within that setting. It’s a constant problem
problem that I can’t answer: how can I get this out there
into the world other than just putting it on the internet?
Do you have any response to that sort of complaint?
Tim: I get the impression that sort of the way design start
heading. It starts suggesting that speculative design is
decadent, but that seemed to be coming directly from this
suggestion that because it is not directly instrumental that
the design work does not itself, solve, any particular social
problem that therefore it was of less value and that the
people doing it should be applying their skills elsewhere.
That kind of ignores the whole point of it: to have an
effect by kind of changing the mind of the people who are
looking at it, affecting the mind, and activating the mind of
people who are looking at it. It felt to me a bit like hospitals
vs. art galleries, what does a country need in order to invest
in. You need instrumental problem solving, but you also
need engaged culture. People argue that it’s decadent,

always coming from the point of view that design has to
solve problems. As soon as you say that it solves problems
in a different way, or it intentionally doesn’t solve
problems but it tries to educate or to demystify and that
is where a lot of the confusion comes from...
It also comes down to measurability of things.
The critics were really suggesting that “well, if this was
supposed to raise debate, then how do you measure that?”
But that’s also a difficult thing, you don’t find artists being
criticized, “How do you know that the piece of artwork that
you’ve made, that the message got through.” Well, what
are they supposed to do? Have a questionnaire and stand
outside the gallery? “What do you think of my piece, did
it move you?” Some of these criticisms are really based on
misunderstanding or perhaps sometimes an intentional
ignorance of the methods that are trying to be employed
and that was the essence of my first comment in that
thread (Design and Violence thread), I know John Thackara
(who wrote the article on MoMA Design Violence page on
Burton Nitta’s project—see pg. 195) knows exactly what
those designers are trying to do but he chose to ignore it.
I see it with the same global warming. One of the
criticisms is that most things presented in the context of
global warming are done with projections of the future.
We’ve been so bombarded with it, that we’ve become
desensitized, in a way. What are your thoughts with
response to scientific accuracy: we are using some of it,
but not all of it to do a project?
Tim: Are you talking about designers will selectively
figures out of context? Could you expand on that a little
bit?
It’s almost like we are taking bits and pieces of facts,
and taking it to fulfill the speculative nature of the
project. Do you think that is detrimental in anyway? In
a way we are already distorting half of the facts.
Tim: It depends on what facts we are talking about,
because there are so many disputed facts as well. It’s such
a highly politicized issue, what somebody said as fact,
somebody will disagree with. I think that there are certain
instances where it’s probably justifiable to make a slight
distortion in the service jolting the public into awareness
but I wouldn’t like to advocate for something that gets
quite far away from the truth. When you’re doing pieces
of speculative design, you’re still communicating. One of
the things Jess and I tried to do, I know a lot of speculative
design try to do, is to make sure that any science that we’re

actually using in a project has a basis in fact. Even though
you’re creating a fiction, it’s based on search and then any
kind of future science that you’re saying: We just did a
project for the Istanbul Biennial, where we’ve made a piece
on that on Green Solar Energy, based on the work of a guy
at MIT, Andreas Mershin. He’s proposing inexpensive
solar cells that could be made in the developing world,
by molding up plant matter and mixing it with chemical
stabilizer. The point I’m making is that the piece that we’ve
made was a kind of projection that this technology could
be released on to the world, that somebody had made their
own kit in order to harness that. We did an awful lot of
research in order to try as best we could to understand
that technology. All of the fake chemicals are actually
real things that he would be using. In that sense, you can
present a speculative proposal without necessary having to
kind of exaggerate or distort the truth. I think it’s probably
much more effective to think about the way in which the
work is shown and if you really want to make something
powerful, I don’t think you need to do it by exaggerating.
If you think about some of the films that come out about
Climate Change, some of the ridiculous dystopian kinds
of narrative, they usually get dismissed. This goes back to
something that Tony Dunne used to say: it’s much more
effective to make something that is very very close to what
you have now but slightly different and then something
that looks like that it just landed from another planet.

INTERVIEW

Interview #1: Tim Parsons

...References to reality, another question for me, for
a general public, there’s a partition of these types of
work would be useful? There’s the future, there’s the
alternative present, and then there’s the near future.
I wonder if there should be distinctions on such things
to begin with, or to leave it open?
Tim: I think it’s hard to talk in a way that is abstract from
specific projects. I would expect that you could still have
an effective far future scenario, but of course, you’re in
a position whereby it’s harder to connect directly with
people because they feel it’s not affecting their lives so
much. I wouldn’t like to say that speculative design deals
with one or other timeline. Going back to Stuart Candy,
he’s got a very nice diagram that he uses. That’s actually
in Dunne and Raby’s book, Speculative Everything, where
he talks about possible, probable, and preferable future.
He’s talking about how the preferable tends to overlap
the possible and the impossible. Those are probably more
important distinctions to make than the notion of how far
into the future one is dealing.
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Interview #1: Tim Parsons

Tim: How do see this supplying within graphic design?
I’ve heard the term Speculative Graphic Design a lot but I
haven’t got a full grasp of how it’s being played out.
In one project by Metahaven, they created a fictional
country of Sealand, and they created passports, all
these royalties, and collaterals. Then they created
this fictional country where it’s a data-haven, where
everything is free and not regulated, internet-wise. For
the most part, it’s pretty much... it doesn’t go outside
the gallery, which is one of the main criticisms of
graphic design, that it’s hovering within the white cube
constantly, basically can’t get out there. I also question
the nature of how is that any different than a proposal
or pitches. We are constantly designing for technology
that does not exist yet anyway. Graphic design, I think,
is 5 years behind Industrial and Architecture is in
Speculative. It’s still new to most graphic designers and
that the conversation probably isn’t as valued as what’s
going on in Industrial Design just because it’s certainly
more effective to do a product than a fictional website
selling hamburgers of celebrities’ meat. At least, other
people can relate to it, otherwise it becomes too selfreflexive, like graphic design referencing future graphic
design, and other people can’t really get into it.
Tim: Product Design has that problem as well to an extent,
it can easily just seems like you’re just preaching to the
choir, or not so much the choir, or preaching eternally
to your own discipline. Where it gets more relevant is
when it starts to deal with subjects that are of wider
general concern like the future of biotechnology, or
genetic modification, which are not the realm of industrial
designers, but there’s still within the realm of objectmaking.
There’s a way that graphic design. Only dealing with
the future of graphic design or the future of objects made
through graphic means could look at the wider social
cultural concerns that touch all kinds of diverge from all
disciplines. It’s not quite the same thing perhaps campaign
materials, or propagandas.
You can probably find better examples than I can.
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But again, I keep referencing Tony Dunne, because I think
he’s one of the people who’s written most about it. His
PhD Thesis that became the book addressing the idea
of electronic objects. So, in that case, there was a sense
that he was addressing the critique towards designers of
electronic objects. Although, I think he would say that
he’s addressing it just as much towards the general public,
hoping that the general public will go and ask more of the
company that makes electronic objects. It’s interesting
to see that they’ve shifted gradually away from targeting
consumer products and the critique of consumer products
to this idea of the critiquing and research that corporations
come up with for product ideas and how those ideas get out
into the world sometimes without very much in the way of
discussion around the ethics of them.

Tim: It was interesting to talk about this, good luck with
a lot of the project, hope it all goes well.
—

Graphic is almost like a, a lot of us are basically making
it to sell stuff, I think it’s dealing a lot of the ideas a
critique of commodity in a way, but we are critiquing
our own job and what we will be doing in the future.
Tim: You know about the First Things First I presumed?
One of the graduates last year was one of the people
who signed the one from 2000. He’s still in Nigeria
right now, Bob Wilkinson, and that he’s one of the only
people on that list who followed that manifesto. I guess
our highest esteem. The actual alternative practices
proposed by First Things First manifesto.

INTERVIEW

Yes, the potential, massive shift, probable, most
likely outcome. Possible which is the sci-fi fantastical
scenario. That’s sort of the overall theme of my own
work, trying to answer those questions for myself. Many
have asked, if my projects near future, not the future,
and I was wondering if any distinctions would be useful
for that. Leaving open would be more ideal.

Tim: Just a very minor minor thing, in your document,
you quoted Ramia Mazé, The Reader, in page 15 of
your document, I noticed that you referred to her as a
he. Ramia is a lady, so on page 15, just a very minor note...
I think it’s top of page 15... speculative terms can often,
in Ramia Mazé, The Reader, he describes... I just thought
I mentioned it so that you could correct that one. No
big deal.
That’s helpful...
Tim: Having met her, she is very nice, she wouldn’t have
been upset.
(chuckling while nervously changes the topic at hand)
Do you think it would be useful for me to talk to Jessica
as well? About the dystopic nature of things? I would
definitely like to talk to her about dystopic nature of
things.. Thank you so much for your time.

This interview has been edited for length and clarity
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PROJECTS

Projects: 2
Graphic Design
Involving
Other Contexts
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Democracy / Autocracy (2014)

HOW CAN A
DOCUMENT BE
ABOUT OPPOSING
POLITICAL
PERSPECTIVES?
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PROJECTS

This project is a precursor to
the idea that the project
should be more than just a
documentation of fact. Rather,
the projects should instigate
the perception of the audience
about the implications of having
a balanced formal treatment
for political cause. Democracy /
Autocracy stands alone as more
of an educational piece with a
commentary on truthful political
activism.
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Book
5.25 x 7.75 inches

84

For this project, I explore the geopolitical nature of political
situations as a response to a coup in Thailand in 2014. The
ensuing political situations are often confusing. There are two
factions, with each faction choosing to represent themselves by
the color red and the other in yellow.
I shuffled the structure of the news headlines to more
accurately represent the priorities of the opposing faction into a
two-sided book. The project allows readers to parse the polemic
chaos so that the intentions of the protestors are discernable.
The readers can now shape their own political alliance clearly.
The book’s fore-edge in stationery form, without the viewer
interacting with it, display the unstated message both yellow and
red sides represent.
The colors represented the political factions, one in
support for democracy (while stating they support autocracy),
one in support for autocracy (while stating they support
democracy). The first being represented by the color red, the
second being represented by the color yellow.

PROJECTS

Democracy / Autocracy (2014)
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Book
5.25 x 7.75 inches

PROJECTS

Yellow side
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS
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Urban Times Roman (2014)

WHAT IF
A TYPEFACE
REPLACES
WORDS
IN A POLITICAL
CONTEXT?

PROJECTS

How do politicians address
each other? Nearly all political
speeches sounds the same, in
terms of political correctness,
addressing each other in full
names and titles. This typeface
reimagines the context in which
politicians are able to speak
what they might want to actually
say to each other.
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Urban Times Roman (2013)

A

S P E C I M E N

This is a typeface that also functions as a word replacement. By
sourcing words from Urban Dictionary (urbandictionary.com),
which contains the most popular urban slang words according to
Set in the same style as Caslon
Specimen (see next page). Each
each letter, and combining it with Times New Roman, one of the
words are derived from the most
most commonly used typefaces in the world as the source: The
popular word according to each
letter on Urbandictionary.com
typeface acts so that every capital letter outputs an offensive word
by THE TRUTH December 26, 2003
40706 up, 10026 down
N for N
instead of
a letter. Creating a typeface that acts more than just a
Replace
Nigga is a word which evolved from the derogative term “nigger”.
simple output
All when it is used.
Tupac best defined the distinction between the two.
NIGGER- a black man with a slavery chain around his neck.
Capital Letters
NIGGA- a black man with a gold chain on his neck.
The typeface
can
be used for congressional speeches.
Tupac defined the word
Urban Times
Roman
The
typeface
is
available
online for free.
by Oprah February 21, 2003
O for O 38316 up, 7306 down
Type Specimen
48 x 60 inches

for Urban Times Roman
28542 up, 5218 down

(_!_) = Normal Ass
(_?_) = Dumb Ass
(_x_) = Kiss My Ass

B for B

(__!__) = Big Ass
(_E=MC2_) = Smart Ass
(_X_) = Get Off My Ass
32975 up, 9609 down

When us young ladies put our mouth’s on a guys cock and
suck repeatedly until they reach orgasm. Giving a blowjob
should not be looked upon as a chore, but as a pleasurable
thing for both involved. Be sure to pay attention to the
whole penis, not just the head. Swirl your tongue around
the tip while pumping him with your fist or both, if you

C for C

by Assholes Inc. August 30, 2003

(!) = Tight Ass
(_$_) = Rich Ass

by She Who Loves To Suck May 11, 2005

like. Lovingly message his balls and always deepthroat it.
Alternate your speed when sucking a cock, showing your
guy that him coming in your mouth is your top priority. And
when he does start to come don’t stop what you’re doing,
suck until he’s done. And always swallow with a smile.

49118 up, 14152 down

by Captain Fantastic February 15, 2003

Derogatory term for a woman. Considered by many to
be the most offensive word in the English language.
D for D

14048 up, 2068 down

by Assholes Inc. September 05, 2003

Someone who looks up the word
“dumbass” in a dictionary.

The meaning of life.
P for P

46102 up, 15029 down

by anonymous December 06, 2002

The box a dick comes in
Q for Q

12452 up, 3728 down

by randy dixon February 27, 2003

an expulsion of wind from the vulva during coitus;
a vaginal fart.

On Friday, September 20, 2013,
the House of Representatives passed
legislation to keep the government running –
funding Medicare, Social Security, veterans
benefits, and more – while removing funding for
the president’s health care law, which is driving
up costs and hurting our economy.
The Democratic-controlled Senate
rejected this measure.
On Saturday, September 28, 2013, the
House passed another measure to keep the
government running, delay the president’s health
care law for one year, and permanently repeal
Obamacare’s tax on pacemakers
and children’s hearing aids.
Senate Democrats rejected the measure
on a party-line vote.
(The House also passed the Pay
Our Military Act, which ensures our
troops are paid during a government shutdown.
Thankfully, that measure was adopted by
the Senate and signed by President
Obama.)

PROJECTS

A for A

On Monday, September 30, 2013,
the House passed yet another measure to
keep the government running and ensure fairness
for all Americans under the president’s health
care law. President Obama delayed
the law’s mandates on big businesses and
insurance companies; this bill would delay
the law for everyone.
The Senate rejected this measure too.

E for E

28542 up, 5218 down

Genre of softcore punk music that integrates
unenthusiastic melodramatic 17 year olds who
dont smile, high pitched overwrought lyrics and
inaudible guitar rifts with tight wool sweaters,
tighter jeans, itchy scarfs (even in the summer),

by Assholes Inc. August 30, 2003

ripped chucks with favorite bands signature,
black square rimmed glasses, and ebony greasy
unwashed hair that is required to cover at least
3/5 ths of the face at an angle.

F for F

46715 up, 6430 down

by laurie k February 08, 2005

G for G

22860 up, 3826 down

by longislandguy May 25, 2005

someone who believes the radical
notion that women are people.
The people you pick on in high school and
wind up working for as an adult.
H for H

128822 up, 31628 down

Hipsters are a subculture of men and women typically in their 20’s and 30’s that
value independent thinking, counter-culture, progressive politics, an appreciation
of art and indie-rock, creativity, intelligence, and witty banter. The greatest
concentrations of hipsters can be found living in the Williamsburg, Wicker Park,
and Mission District neighborhoods of major cosmopolitan centers such as New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco respectively. Although “hipsterism” is really
a state of mind,it is also often intertwined with distinct fashion sensibilities.
Hipsters reject the culturally-ignorant attitudes of mainstream consumers, and
are often be seen wearing vintage and thrift store inspired fashions, tight-fitting
jeans, old-school sneakers, and sometimes thick rimmed glasses. Both hipster
men and women sport similar androgynous hair styles that include combinations
of messy shag cuts and asymmetric side-swept bangs. Such styles are often
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I for I

associated with the work of creative stylists at urban salons, and are usually
too “edgy” for the culturally-sheltered mainstream consumer. The “effortless
cool” urban bohemian look of a hipster is exemplified in Urban Outfitters and
American Apparel ads which cater towards the hipster demographic. Despite
misconceptions based on their aesthetic tastes, hipsters tend to be well educated
and often have liberal arts degrees, or degrees in maths and sciences, which also
require certain creative analytical thinking abilities. Consequently many hipsters
tend to have jobs in the music, art, and fashion industries. It is a myth that most
hipsters are unemployed and live off of their parent’s trust funds. Hipsters shun
mainstream societal conventions that apply to dating preferences and traditional
“rules” of physical attraction. It is part of the hipster central dogma not to be
influenced by mainsream advertising and media, which tends to only promote

10552 up, 807 down

by Trey Parasuco November 22, 2007
ethnocentric ideals of beauty. The concepts of androgyny and feminism have
influenced hipster culture, where hipster men are often as thin as the women
they date. The muscular and athletic all-American male ideal is not seen as
attractive by confident and culturally-empowered hipster women who instead
view them as symbols of male oppression, sexism, and misogyny. Likewise,
culturally-vapid sorority-type girls with fake blond hair, overly tanned skin, and
“Britney Spears tube-tops” are not seen as attractive by cultured hipster males
who instead see them as symbols of female insecurity, low self-esteem, and lack
of cultural intelligence and independent thinking. Hipsters are also very racially
open-minded, and the greatest number of interracial couples in any urban
environment are typically found within the hipster subculture...

by Cyclone March 03, 2003

A vast array of pornography and advertisements.

R for R

15951 up, 4248 down

by ShadeeFan April 18, 2003

The biggest lie in human history. It has been responsible for more deaths throughout
human history than all other unnatural causes combined. For a thousand years the
Church was a tyrannical dictatorship that used religion to control the uneducated
masses. Free your minds and come into the 21st century

S for S

168437 up, 44224 down

by TJ (CC) December 03, 2005

T for T

16690 up, 2149 down

by anonymous October 01, 2003

What kind of moron are you that you
look up sex in the urban dictionary?
Women’s secret source of power over men. Having the
right tits often results in social and economic gain.
U for U

The Senate then opposed that measure as well,
so Senate Democrats and President
Obama got their government shutdown.
In the meantime, in just a few weeks,
Congress must act to raise the debt limit
to pay the tab for President Obama
and Washington’s out-of-control spending.
There is no way Congress can or should pass
such a bill without spending cuts and reforms to
deal with the debt and deficit and help get our
economy moving again. But President
Obama refuses to even talk about negotiating
such a bipartisan agreement.
For years, the president has said that in a
divided government, no one gets 100% of what
they want. But when will his words match
his actions?
As for House Republicans,
we will continue our efforts to keep the
government running and deal honestly with the
problems we face. We hope that Senate
Democrats – and President
Obama – change course and start working
with us on behalf of the American people.
Rep. John Boehner,
R-Ohio, is speaker of the House.

8553 up, 1560 down

by PHaNuBiS March 28, 2003

The ultimate, above all, the best, top, something
that nothing is better than. Also Über
V for V

The House then passed another bill late
on Monday requesting a formal conference
committee with the Senate to come to an
agreement on legislation that provides funding for
the federal government and delays the president’s
health care law for all Americans. That is the
system the Founding Fathers gave
us to resolve differences between the House
and Senate.

37867 up, 5994 down

by urban pervert June 12, 2003

Times New Roman
On Friday, September 20, 2013, the House of
Representatives passed legislation to keep the
government running – funding Medicare, Social
Security, veterans benefits, and more – while
removing funding for the president’s health care
law, which is driving up costs and hurting our
economy.
The Democratic-controlled Senate rejected
this measure.
On Saturday, September 28, 2013, the House
passed another measure to keep the government
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Urban Times Roman Specimen

A

Original Caslon Specimen

S P E C I M E N

for Urban Times Roman
A for A

28542 up, 5218 down

(_!_) = Normal Ass
(_?_) = Dumb Ass
(_x_) = Kiss My Ass

B for B

32975 up, 9609 down

When us young ladies put our mouth’s on a guys cock and
suck repeatedly until they reach orgasm. Giving a blowjob
should not be looked upon as a chore, but as a pleasurable
thing for both involved. Be sure to pay attention to the
whole penis, not just the head. Swirl your tongue around
the tip while pumping him with your fist or both, if you

C for C

by Assholes Inc. August 30, 2003

(__!__) = Big Ass
(_E=MC2_) = Smart Ass
(_X_) = Get Off My Ass

(!) = Tight Ass
(_$_) = Rich Ass

by She Who Loves To Suck May 11, 2005

like. Lovingly message his balls and always deepthroat it.
Alternate your speed when sucking a cock, showing your
guy that him coming in your mouth is your top priority. And
when he does start to come don’t stop what you’re doing,
suck until he’s done. And always swallow with a smile.

49118 up, 14152 down

by Captain Fantastic February 15, 2003

Derogatory term for a woman. Considered by many to
be the most offensive word in the English language.
D for D

14048 up, 2068 down

E for E

28542 up, 5218 down

N for N

40706 up, 10026 down

by THE TRUTH December 26, 2003

Nigga is a word which evolved from the derogative term “nigger”.
Tupac best defined the distinction between the two.
NIGGER- a black man with a slavery chain around his neck.
NIGGA- a black man with a gold chain on his neck.
Tupac defined the word

by Assholes Inc. September 05, 2003

Someone who looks up the word
“dumbass” in a dictionary.

O for O

38316 up, 7306 down

Urban Times Roman
by Oprah February 21, 2003

The meaning of life.
P for P

46102 up, 15029 down

by anonymous December 06, 2002

The box a dick comes in
Q for Q

12452 up, 3728 down

R for R

15951 up, 4248 down

Replace
All
Capital Letters

by randy dixon February 27, 2003

an expulsion of wind from the vulva during coitus;
a vaginal fart.

On Friday, September 20, 2013,
the House of Representatives passed
legislation to keep the government running –
funding Medicare, Social Security, veterans
benefits, and more – while removing funding for
the president’s health care law, which is driving
up costs and hurting our economy.
The Democratic-controlled Senate
rejected this measure.
On Saturday, September 28, 2013, the
House passed another measure to keep the
government running, delay the president’s health
care law for one year, and permanently repeal
Obamacare’s tax on pacemakers
and children’s hearing aids.
Senate Democrats rejected the measure
on a party-line vote.
(The House also passed the Pay
Our Military Act, which ensures our
troops are paid during a government shutdown.
Thankfully, that measure was adopted by
the Senate and signed by President
Obama.)
On Monday, September 30, 2013,
the House passed yet another measure to
keep the government running and ensure fairness
for all Americans under the president’s health
care law. President Obama delayed
the law’s mandates on big businesses and
insurance companies; this bill would delay
the law for everyone.
The Senate rejected this measure too.

ripped chucks with favorite bands signature,
black square rimmed glasses, and ebony greasy
unwashed hair that is required to cover at least
3/5 ths of the face at an angle.

F for F

46715 up, 6430 down

by laurie k February 08, 2005

G for G

22860 up, 3826 down

by longislandguy May 25, 2005

someone who believes the radical
notion that women are people.

H for H

128822 up, 31628 down

I for I

associated with the work of creative stylists at urban salons, and are usually
too “edgy” for the culturally-sheltered mainstream consumer. The “effortless
cool” urban bohemian look of a hipster is exemplified in Urban Outfitters and
American Apparel ads which cater towards the hipster demographic. Despite
misconceptions based on their aesthetic tastes, hipsters tend to be well educated
and often have liberal arts degrees, or degrees in maths and sciences, which also
require certain creative analytical thinking abilities. Consequently many hipsters
tend to have jobs in the music, art, and fashion industries. It is a myth that most
hipsters are unemployed and live off of their parent’s trust funds. Hipsters shun
mainstream societal conventions that apply to dating preferences and traditional
“rules” of physical attraction. It is part of the hipster central dogma not to be
influenced by mainsream advertising and media, which tends to only promote

S for S

168437 up, 44224 down

by TJ (CC) December 03, 2005

T for T

16690 up, 2149 down

by anonymous October 01, 2003

Women’s secret source of power over men. Having the
right tits often results in social and economic gain.

by Trey Parasuco November 22, 2007
ethnocentric ideals of beauty. The concepts of androgyny and feminism have
influenced hipster culture, where hipster men are often as thin as the women
they date. The muscular and athletic all-American male ideal is not seen as
attractive by confident and culturally-empowered hipster women who instead
view them as symbols of male oppression, sexism, and misogyny. Likewise,
culturally-vapid sorority-type girls with fake blond hair, overly tanned skin, and
“Britney Spears tube-tops” are not seen as attractive by cultured hipster males
who instead see them as symbols of female insecurity, low self-esteem, and lack
of cultural intelligence and independent thinking. Hipsters are also very racially
open-minded, and the greatest number of interracial couples in any urban
environment are typically found within the hipster subculture...

10552 up, 807 down

The biggest lie in human history. It has been responsible for more deaths throughout
human history than all other unnatural causes combined. For a thousand years the
Church was a tyrannical dictatorship that used religion to control the uneducated
masses. Free your minds and come into the 21st century

What kind of moron are you that you
look up sex in the urban dictionary?

The people you pick on in high school and
wind up working for as an adult.
Hipsters are a subculture of men and women typically in their 20’s and 30’s that
value independent thinking, counter-culture, progressive politics, an appreciation
of art and indie-rock, creativity, intelligence, and witty banter. The greatest
concentrations of hipsters can be found living in the Williamsburg, Wicker Park,
and Mission District neighborhoods of major cosmopolitan centers such as New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco respectively. Although “hipsterism” is really
a state of mind,it is also often intertwined with distinct fashion sensibilities.
Hipsters reject the culturally-ignorant attitudes of mainstream consumers, and
are often be seen wearing vintage and thrift store inspired fashions, tight-fitting
jeans, old-school sneakers, and sometimes thick rimmed glasses. Both hipster
men and women sport similar androgynous hair styles that include combinations
of messy shag cuts and asymmetric side-swept bangs. Such styles are often

by ShadeeFan April 18, 2003

by Cyclone March 03, 2003

A vast array of pornography and advertisements.

U for U

The Senate then opposed that measure as well,
so Senate Democrats and President
Obama got their government shutdown.
In the meantime, in just a few weeks,
Congress must act to raise the debt limit
to pay the tab for President Obama
and Washington’s out-of-control spending.
There is no way Congress can or should pass
such a bill without spending cuts and reforms to
deal with the debt and deficit and help get our
economy moving again. But President
Obama refuses to even talk about negotiating
such a bipartisan agreement.
For years, the president has said that in a
divided government, no one gets 100% of what
they want. But when will his words match
his actions?
As for House Republicans,
we will continue our efforts to keep the
government running and deal honestly with the
problems we face. We hope that Senate
Democrats – and President
Obama – change course and start working
with us on behalf of the American people.
Rep. John Boehner,
R-Ohio, is speaker of the House.

8553 up, 1560 down

by PHaNuBiS March 28, 2003

The ultimate, above all, the best, top, something
that nothing is better than. Also Über
V for V

The House then passed another bill late
on Monday requesting a formal conference
committee with the Senate to come to an
agreement on legislation that provides funding for
the federal government and delays the president’s
health care law for all Americans. That is the
system the Founding Fathers gave
us to resolve differences between the House
and Senate.

PROJECTS

Genre of softcore punk music that integrates
unenthusiastic melodramatic 17 year olds who
dont smile, high pitched overwrought lyrics and
inaudible guitar rifts with tight wool sweaters,
tighter jeans, itchy scarfs (even in the summer),

by Assholes Inc. August 30, 2003

37867 up, 5994 down

by urban pervert June 12, 2003

The best friend a penis will ever have.

Times New Roman
On Friday, September 20, 2013, the House of
Representatives passed legislation to keep the
government running – funding Medicare, Social
Security, veterans benefits, and more – while
removing funding for the president’s health care
law, which is driving up costs and hurting our
economy.
The Democratic-controlled Senate rejected
this measure.
On Saturday, September 28, 2013, the House
passed another measure to keep the government
running, delay the president’s health care law for
one year, and permanently repeal Obamacare’s
tax on pacemakers and children’s hearing aids.
Senate Democrats rejected the measure on
a party-line vote.

J for J

30627 up, 18663 down

by Jonjo January 15, 2005

Man who was nailed to a plank for saying how nice it would be if everyone
was nice to each other. Had his message misinterpreted by millions who
now think it is their job to persecute certain groups of people(christians).

K for K

14096 up, 5685 down

A bunch of racist morons, who think that they
are superior only because they are to stupid to
obeserve their low position amongst the scum
of society. In fact so stupid they burn their own
religion to show faith!?

L for L

9371 up, 959 down

A sexually-transmitted,
terminal disease.
M for M

by PRO EQUALITY April 04, 2003

The word stupidty doesnt begin to explain the
moronic logic and manupulative ways in which
they scheme only to discoer the abomination to
mankind that they are.

26648 up, 7282 down

by anonymous May 27, 2003
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19865 up, 4774 down

by dude December 20, 2003

A woman that sleeps with everyone but YOU!!!!!
SEE: SLUT - A woman that sleeps with everyone.
X for X
1.) The common definition for
highly pornographic materials.
Consider any pornographic
material containing “XXX”
to be the ultimate...

2205 up, 808 down
2.) The common marking for
jugs of moonshine, or other
backwoods alcoholic beverages
in movies, cartoons or
television shows.

Y for Y

21144 up, 5581 down

Z for Z

8151 up, 1404 down

by Manawski March 04, 2003

3.) A movie which contains the
antithesis to all actors,
Vin Diesel.

by ShLuBsTeR July 21, 2012

Abbreviation for: you only live once
The dumbass’s excuse for something stupid that they did
Also one of the most annoying abbreviations ever....
by J.R. J. December 29, 2003

“Mother I’d Like (to) Fuck”

This typeface was created using popular words from UrbanDictionary.com

W for W

zOMG is a varient of the all-too-popular
acronym “OMG”, meaning “Oh My God”.
The “z” was originally a mistake while
attempting to hit the shift key with the
left hand, and type “OMG”

by ectweak August 06, 2005

Also used in all-caps, ‘ZOMG’ is generally
used in a sarcastic manner, more often than not
a humiliating fasion. It is also used as a device
for stating the obvious.

(The House also passed the Pay Our Military
Act, which ensures our troops are paid during a
government shutdown. Thankfully, that measure
was adopted by the Senate and signed by
President Obama.)
On Monday, September 30, 2013, the House
passed yet another measure to keep the government
running and ensure fairness for all Americans
under the president’s health care law. President
Obama delayed the law’s mandates on big
businesses and insurance companies; this bill
would delay the law for everyone.
The Senate rejected this measure too.
The House then passed another bill late on Monday
requesting a formal conference committee with
the Senate to come to an agreement on legislation
that provides funding for the federal government
and delays the president’s health care law for
all Americans. That is the system the Founding
Fathers gave us to resolve differences between
the House and Senate.
The Senate then opposed that measure as well, so
Senate Democrats and President Obama got their
government shutdown.
In the meantime, in just a few weeks, Congress
must act to raise the debt limit to pay the tab for
President Obama and Washington’s out-of-control
spending. There is no way Congress can or should
pass such a bill without spending cuts and reforms
to deal with the debt and deficit and help get our
economy moving again. But President Obama
refuses to even talk about negotiating such a
bipartisan agreement.
For years, the president has said that in a divided
government, no one gets 100% of what they want.
But when will his words match his actions?
As for House Republicans, we will continue our
efforts to keep the government running and deal
honestly with the problems we face. We hope that
Senate Democrats – and President Obama – change
course and start working with us on behalf of the
American people.
Rep. John Boehner, R-Ohio,
is speaker of the House.

The typeface can be downloaded at https://www.dropbox.com/s/uh7dhlzt6j7gjsa/UrbanTimesRoman.otf
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A document set in the typeface.
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Ads for the Typeface

urban urbanurban
Replaces all capital letters.

Replaces all capital letters.

Barack
Barack

downloadable https://www.dropbox.com/s/uh7dhlzt6j7gjsa/UrbanTimesRoman.otf
downloadable https://www.dropbox.com/s/uh7dhlzt6j7gjsa/UrbanTimesRoman.otf

PROJECTS

downloadable https://www.dropbox.com/s/uh7dhlzt6j7gjsa/UrbanTimesRoman.otf

Replaces all capital letters.

The House
The

House

Obama!

Republicans!

Obama

Republicans

Crystal
Crystal

Clear!
Clear
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Efficiency Typeface (2014)

HOW
EFFICIENT
CAN A
TYPEFACE
BE?
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PROJECTS

In a text heavy reading, such
as governmental documents
or what (software) licensing
agreement has become, more
and more users start to skip to
the end of the document entirely
without actually noticing what
is at stake within them. The
“efficiency” typeface is meant to
work within these context.
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unicase regular, bold & oblique

was created under

the umbrella of

efficiency,

to reduce as much space as possible

by removing ascenders

Type Specimen
18 x 24 inches
Showing the typeface and
its features such as no
ascenders and descenders
special ligatures for words
such as “THE” and “LL.”

A typeface designed to maximize the amount of space being used.
The typeface is an application-specific typeface for long and
often skimmed or skipped types of text, such as governmental
documents and terms of agreement. The typeface is meant to
reduce the amount of scrolling and letters that can fit in one line
and encourage reading of the text that everyday users generally
ignore. It is a test to increase the efficiency in terms of reading the
amount of words per minute.
The typeface has a tall x-height and is condensed, coupled
with special ligatures forms of letters that are connected to each
other in both individual unit and form to replace common words
to further reduce the amount of linespace being used. It is done
automatically via OpenType features without the user having the
make the choice.
The usage of this typeface can reflect the way to measure
how users are aware of terms and conditions, as all terms and
conditions will be set with the typeface. Users have the choice
to read the copy because it’s an important terms & agreement
document; or to skip through the document entirely, signifying
that terms & agreement is something that does not need any extra
attention, allowing them to skip the content faster.

PROJECTS

this unicase typeface

Efficiency Typeface (2014)

andall vowels
descenders
are in lowercase
in addition to extra ligatures

designed exclusively
for fine print + terms & conditions
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C oud S a emen n A a
11 x 144 nches

• Apple Inc., located at 1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, California, for

D. “Apple” as used herein means:

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between you and Apple, governs your use of the Service
and completely replaces any prior agreements between you and Apple in relation to the Service. You may
also be subject to additional terms and conditions that may apply when you use affiliate services, third-party
content, or third-party software. If any part of this Agreement is held invalid or unenforceable, that portion
shall be construed in a manner consistent with applicable law to reflect, as nearly as possible, the original
intentions of the parties, and the remaining portions shall remain in full force and effect. The failure of Apple
to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of such right or
provision. You agree that, except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, there shall be no thirdparty beneficiaries to this agreement.

C. Entire Agreement

Specifically excluded from application to this Agreement is that law known as the United Nations Convention
on the International Sale of Goods.

If you are a citizen of any European Union country or Switzerland, Norway or Iceland, the governing law and
forum shall be the laws and courts of your usual place of residence.

Except to the extent expressly provided in the following paragraph, this Agreement and the relationship
between you and Apple shall be governed by the laws of the State of California, excluding its conflicts of law
provisions. You and Apple agree to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the courts located
within the county of Santa Clara, California, to resolve any dispute or claim arising from this Agreement. If
(a) you are not a U.S. citizen; (b) you do not reside in the U.S.; (c) you are not accessing the Service from the
U.S.; and (d) you are a citizen of one of the countries identified below, you hereby agree that any dispute or
claim arising from this Agreement shall be governed by the applicable law set forth below, without regard
to any conflict of law provisions, and you hereby irrevocably submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts located in the state, province or country identified below whose law governs:

B. Governing Law

Apple may provide you with notices regarding the Service, including changes to this Agreement, by email to
your iCloud email address (and/or other alternate email address associated with your Account if provided), by
regular mail, or by postings on our website and/or the Service.

A. Notices

X. GENERAL

You agree to defend, indemnify and hold Apple, its affiliates, subsidiaries, directors, officers, employees,
agents, partners, contractors, and licensors harmless from any claim or demand, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees, made by a third party, relating to or arising from: (a) any Content you submit, post, transmit,
or otherwise make available through the Service; (b) your use of the Service; (c) any violation by you of
this Agreement; (d) any action taken by Apple as part of its investigation of a suspected violation of this
Agreement or as a result of its finding or decision that a violation of this Agreement has occurred; or (e) your
violation of any rights of another. This means that you cannot sue Apple, its affiliates, subsidiaries, directors,
officers, employees, agents, partners, contractors, and licensors as a result of its decision to remove or refuse
to process any information or Content, to warn you, to suspend or terminate your access to the Service, or
to take any other action during the investigation of a suspected violation or as a result of Apple’s conclusion
that a violation of this Agreement has occurred. This waiver and indemnity provision applies to all violations
described in or contemplated by this Agreement. This obligation shall survive the termination or expiration
of this Agreement and/or your use of the Service. You acknowledge that you are responsible for all use of
the Service using your Account, and that this Agreement applies to any and all usage of your Account. You
agree to comply with this Agreement and to defend, indemnify and hold harmless Apple from and against
any and all claims and demands arising from usage of your Account, whether or not such usage is expressly
authorized by you.

INDEMNIFICATION

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT APPLE AND ITS AFFILIATES, SUBSIDIARIES,
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, PARTNERS AND LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO
YOU FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA, COST
OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR OTHER INTANGIBLE LOSSES (EVEN IF
APPLE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES), RESULTING FROM: (I) THE USE
OR INABILITY TO USE THE SERVICE (II) ANY CHANGES MADE TO THE SERVICE OR ANY TEMPORARY OR
PERMANENT CESSATION OF THE SERVICE OR ANY PART THEREOF; (III) THE UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS
TO OR ALTERATION OF YOUR TRANSMISSIONS OR DATA; (IV) THE DELETION OF, CORRUPTION OF, OR
FAILURE TO STORE AND/OR SEND OR RECEIVE YOUR TRANSMISSIONS OR DATA ON OR THROUGH
THE SERVICE; (V) STATEMENTS OR CONDUCT OF ANY THIRD PARTY ON THE SERVICE; AND (VI) ANY
OTHER MATTER RELATING TO THE SERVICE.

APPLE SHALL USE REASONABLE SKILL AND DUE CARE IN PROVIDING THE SERVICE. THE FOLLOWING
LIMITATIONS DO NOT APPLY IN RESPECT OF LOSS RESULTING FROM (A) APPLE’S FAILURE TO USE
REASONABLE SKILL AND DUE CARE; (B) APPLE’S GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILFUL MISCONDUCT OR
FRAUD; OR (C) DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY BY SERVICE
PROVIDERS. TO THE EXTENT SUCH EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATIONS ARE SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, SOME OF THE EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATIONS SET FORTH BELOW MAY NOT APPLY
TO YOU.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

ANY MATERIAL DOWNLOADED OR OTHERWISE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF THE SERVICE IS
ACCESSED AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK, AND YOU WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
DAMAGE TO YOUR DEVICE, COMPUTER, OR LOSS OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM THE DOWNLOAD
OF ANY SUCH MATERIAL. YOU FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE SERVICE IS NOT INTENDED OR
SUITABLE FOR USE IN SITUATIONS OR ENVIRONMENTS WHERE THE FAILURE OR TIME DELAYS OF, OR
ERRORS OR INACCURACIES IN, THE CONTENT, DATA OR INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE SERVICE
COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.

APPLE DOES NOT REPRESENT OR GUARANTEE THAT THE SERVICE WILL BE FREE FROM LOSS,
CORRUPTION, ATTACK, VIRUSES, INTERFERENCE, HACKING, OR OTHER SECURITY INTRUSION, AND
APPLE DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY RELATING THERETO.

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” AND “AS
AVAILABLE” BASIS. APPLE AND ITS AFFILIATES, SUBSIDIARIES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES,
AGENTS, PARTNERS AND LICENSORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND,
WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN PARTICULAR,
APPLE AND ITS AFFILIATES, SUBSIDIARIES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, PARTNERS
AND LICENSORS MAKE NO WARRANTY THAT (I) THE SERVICE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS; (II)
YOUR USE OF THE SERVICE WILL BE TIMELY, UNINTERRUPTED, SECURE OR ERROR-FREE; (III) ANY
INFORMATION OBTAINED BY YOU AS A RESULT OF THE SERVICE WILL BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE;
AND (IV) ANY DEFECTS OR ERRORS IN THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED TO YOU AS PART OF THE SERVICE
WILL BE CORRECTED.

APPLE DOES NOT GUARANTEE, REPRESENT, OR WARRANT THAT YOUR USE OF THE SERVICE WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, AND YOU AGREE THAT FROM TIME TO TIME APPLE MAY REMOVE
THE SERVICE FOR INDEFINITE PERIODS OF TIME, OR CANCEL THE SERVICE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

APPLE SHALL USE REASONABLE SKILL AND DUE CARE IN PROVIDING THE SERVICE. THE FOLLOWING
DISCLAIMERS ARE SUBJECT TO THIS EXPRESS WARRANTY.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, AS SUCH, TO THE
EXTENT SUCH EXCLUSIONS ARE SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, SOME OF THE
EXCLUSIONS SET FORTH BELOW MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

IX. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Use of the Google Maps service is subject to the following additional terms: Google Maps Terms of Service
available at http://maps.google.com/help/terms_maps.html and Google Maps Legal Notices at http://maps.
google.com/help/legalnotices_maps.html.

Google Maps Service

Certain Content, components or features of the Service may include materials from third parties and/or
hyperlinks to other web sites, resources or Content. Because Apple may have no control over such third party
sites and/or materials, you acknowledge and agree that Apple is not responsible for the availability of such
sites or resources, and does not endorse or warrant the accuracy of any such sites or resources, and shall in
no way be liable or responsible for any Content, advertising, products or materials on or available from such
sites or resources. You further acknowledge and agree that Apple shall not be responsible or liable in any
way for any damages you incur or allege to have incurred, either directly or indirectly, as a result of your use
and/or reliance upon any such Content, advertising, products or materials on or available from such sites or
resources.

VIII. Links and Other Third Party Materials

Upon termination of your Account you will lose all access to the Service and any portions thereof, including,
but not limited to, your Account, Apple ID, email account, and Content. In addition, after a period of time,
Apple will delete information and data stored in or as a part of your account(s). Any individual components of
the Service that you may have used subject to separate software license agreements will also be terminated
in accordance with those license agreements.

C. Effects of Termination

Apple may at any time, under certain circumstances and without prior notice, immediately terminate or
suspend all or a portion of your Account and/or access to the Service. Cause for such termination shall
include: (a) violations of this Agreement or any other policies or guidelines that are referenced herein and/or
posted on the Service; (b) a request by you to cancel or terminate your Account; (c) a request and/or order
from law enforcement, a judicial body, or other government agency; (d) where provision of the Service to you
is or may become unlawful; (e) unexpected technical or security issues or problems; (f) your participation in
fraudulent or illegal activities; or (g) failure to pay any fees owed by you in relation to the Service. Any such
termination or suspension shall be made by Apple in its sole discretion and Apple will not be responsible to
you or any third party for any damages that may result or arise out of such termination or suspension of your
Account and/or access to the Service. In addition, Apple may terminate your Account upon prior notice via
email to the address associated with your Account if (a) your Account has been inactive for one (1) year; or
(b) there is a general discontinuance or material modification to the Service or any part thereof. Any such
termination or suspension shall be made by Apple in its sole discretion and Apple will not be responsible to
you or any third party for any damages that may result or arise out of such termination or suspension of your
Account and/or access to the Service, though it will refund pro rata any pre-paid fees or amounts.

B. Termination by Apple

You may terminate your Account and/or stop using the Service at any time. If you wish to stop using iCloud
on your device, you may remove your iCloud account from the device by opening Settings on your device,
tapping iCloud, and tapping the Delete Account button. To terminate your Account contact iCloud Support
at www.apple.com/support/icloud. Any fees paid by you prior to your termination are nonrefundable (except
as expressly permitted otherwise by this Agreement), including any fees paid in advance for the billing year
during which you terminate. Termination of your Account shall not relieve you of any obligation to pay any
accrued fees or charges.

A. Termination by You

VII. Termination

D. Updates. From time to time, Apple may update the Software used by the Service. In order to
continue your use of the Service, such updates may be automatically downloaded and installed onto your
device or computer. These updates may include bug fixes, feature enhancements or improvements, or
entirely new versions of the Software.

C. Export Control. Use of the Service and Software, including transferring, posting, or uploading
data, software or other Content via the Service, may be subject to the export and import laws of the
United States and other countries. You agree to comply with all applicable export and import laws and
regulations. In particular, but without limitation, the Software may not be exported or re-exported (a) into any
U.S. embargoed countries or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department’s list of Specially Designated
Nationals or the U.S. Department of Commerce Denied Person’s List or Entity List. By using the Software
or Service, you represent and warrant that you are not located in any such country or on any such list.
You also agree that you will not use the Software or Service for any purposes prohibited by United States
law, including, without limitation, the development, design, manufacture or production of missiles, nuclear,
chemical or biological weapons. You further agree not to upload to your Account any data or software that
cannot be exported without prior written government authorization, including, but not limited to, certain
types of encryption software, without first obtaining that authorization. This assurance and commitment shall
survive termination of this Agreement.

B. License From Apple. THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR ANY PART OF THE SERVICE, EXCEPT
FOR USE OF THE SERVICE AS PERMITTED IN THIS AGREEMENT, IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED AND
INFRINGES ON THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF OTHERS AND MAY SUBJECT YOU TO
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES, INCLUDING POSSIBLE MONETARY DAMAGES, FOR COPYRIGHT
INFRINGEMENT.

A. Apple’s Proprietary Rights. You acknowledge and agree that Apple and/or its licensors own all
legal right, title and interest in and to the Service, including but not limited to graphics, user interface, the
scripts and software used to implement the Service, and any software provided to you as a part of and/or
in connection with the Service (the “Software”), including any and all intellectual property rights that exist
therein, whether registered or not, and wherever in the world they may exist. You further agree that the
Service (including the Software, or any other part thereof) contains proprietary and confidential information
that is protected by applicable intellectual property and other laws, including but not limited to copyright. You
agree that you will not use such proprietary information or materials in any way whatsoever except for use of
the Service in compliance with this Agreement. No portion of the Service may be reproduced in any form or
by any means, except as expressly permitted in these terms.

VI. Software

3. Trademark Information. Apple, the Apple logo, iCloud, the iCloud logo and other Apple trademarks,
service marks, graphics, and logos used in connection with the Service are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the US and/or other countries. A list of Apple’s trademarks can be found here https://www.apple.com/legal/trademark/appletmlist.html. Other trademarks, service marks, graphics, and
logos used in connection with the Service may be the trademarks of their respective owners. You are granted
no right or license in any of the aforesaid trademarks, and further agree that you shall not remove, obscure, or
alter any proprietary notices (including trademark and copyright notices) that may be affixed to or contained
within the Service.

2. Changes to Content. You understand that in order to provide the Service and make your Content available
thereon, Apple may transmit your Content across various public networks, in various media, and modify or
change your Content to comply with technical requirements of connecting networks or devices or computers.
You agree that the license herein permits Apple to take any such actions.

1. License from You. Except for material we may license to you, Apple does not claim ownership of the
materials and/or Content you submit or make available on the Service. However, by submitting or posting
such Content on areas of the Service that are accessible by the public or other users with whom you
consent to share such Content, you grant Apple a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license to use,
distribute, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate, publicly perform and publicly display such Content
on the Service solely for the purpose for which such Content was submitted or made available, without any
compensation or obligation to you. You agree that any Content submitted or posted by you shall be your sole
responsibility, shall not infringe or violate the rights of any other party or violate any laws, contribute to or
encourage infringing or otherwise unlawful conduct, or otherwise be obscene, objectionable, or in poor taste.
By submitting or posting such Content on areas of the Service that are accessible by the public or other
users, you are representing that you are the owner of such material and/or have all necessary rights, licenses,
and authorization to distribute it.

H. Content Submitted or Made Available by You on the Service

If while using the Service, you encounter Content you find inappropriate, or otherwise believe to be a violation
of this Agreement, you may report it by sending an email to abuse@iCloud.com.

G. Violations of this Agreement

If you believe that any Content in which you claim copyright has been infringed by anyone using the Service,
please contact Apple’s Copyright Agent as described in our Copyright Policy at https://www.apple.com/legal/
trademark/claimsofcopyright.html. Apple may, in its sole discretion, suspend and/or terminate Accounts of
users that are found to be repeat infringers.

F. Copyright Notice - DMCA

Apple reserves the right to take steps Apple believes are reasonably necessary or appropriate to enforce
and/or verify compliance with any part of this Agreement. You acknowledge and agree that Apple may,
without liability to you, access, use, preserve and/or disclose your Account information and Content to law
enforcement authorities, government officials, and/or a third party, as Apple believes is reasonably necessary
or appropriate, if legally required to do so or if Apple has a good faith belief that such access, use, disclosure,
or preservation is reasonably necessary to: (a) comply with legal process or request; (b) enforce this
Agreement, including investigation of any potential violation thereof; (c) detect, prevent or otherwise address
security, fraud or technical issues; or (d) protect the rights, property or safety of Apple, its users, a third party,
or the public as required or permitted by law.

E. Access to Your Account and Content

You are responsible for backing up, to your own computer or other device, any important documents, images
or other Content that you store or access via the Service. Apple shall use reasonable skill and due care in
providing the Service, but Apple does not guarantee or warrant that any Content you may store or access
through the Service will not be subject to inadvertent damage, corruption or loss.

D. Back up Your Content

You acknowledge that Apple is not responsible or liable in any way for any Content provided by others and
has no duty to pre-screen such Content. However, Apple reserves the right at all times to determine whether
Content is appropriate and in compliance with this Agreement, and may pre-screen, move, refuse, modify
and/or remove Content at any time, without prior notice and in its sole discretion, if such Content is found to
be in violation of this Agreement or is otherwise objectionable.

C. Removal of Content

k. gather and store personal information on any other users of the Service to be used in connection with
any of the foregoing prohibited activities.

j. plan or engage in any illegal activity; and/or

i. interfere with or disrupt the Service (including accessing the Service through any automated means,
like scripts or web crawlers), or any servers or networks connected to the Service, or any policies,
requirements or regulations of networks connected to the Service (including any unauthorized access to,
use or monitoring of data or traffic thereon);

h. upload, post, email, transmit, store or otherwise make available any material that contains viruses or
any other computer code, files or programs designed to harm, interfere or limit the normal operation of
the Service (or any part thereof), or any other computer software or hardware;

g. forge any TCP-IP packet header or any part of the header information in an email or a news group
posting, or otherwise putting information in a header designed to mislead recipients as to the origin of
any Content transmitted through the Service (“spoofing”);

f. post, send, transmit or otherwise make available any unsolicited or unauthorized email messages,
advertising, promotional materials, junk mail, spam, or chain letters, including, without limitation, bulk
commercial advertising and informational announcements;

e. engage in any copyright infringement or other intellectual property infringement (including uploading
any content to which you do not have the right to upload), or disclose any trade secret or confidential
information in violation of a confidentiality, employment, or nondisclosure agreement;

d. pretend to be anyone, or any entity, you are not — you may not impersonate or misrepresent yourself
as another person (including celebrities), entity, another iCloud user, an Apple employee, or a civic or
government leader, or otherwise misrepresent your affiliation with a person or entity (Apple reserves the
right to reject or block any Apple ID or email address which could be deemed to be an impersonation or
misrepresentation of your identity, or a misappropriation of another person’s name or identity);

c. if you are an adult, request personal or other information from a minor (any person under the age of
18 or such other age as local law defines as a minor) who is not personally known to you, including but
not limited to any of the following: full name or last name, home address, zip/postal code, telephone
number, picture, or the names of the minor’s school, church, athletic team or friends;

b. stalk, harass, threaten or harm another;

a. upload, download, post, email, transmit, store or otherwise make available any Content that is
unlawful, harassing, threatening, harmful, tortious, defamatory, libelous, abusive, violent, obscene,
vulgar, invasive of another’s privacy, hateful, racially or ethnically offensive, or otherwise objectionable;

You agree that you will NOT use the Service to:

B. Your Conduct

“Content” means any information that may be generated or encountered through use of the Service, such
as data files, device characteristics, written text, software, music, graphics, photographs, images, sounds,
videos, messages and any other like materials. You understand that all Content, whether publicly posted
or privately transmitted on the Service is the sole responsibility of the person from whom such Content
originated. This means that you, and not Apple, are solely responsible for any Content you upload, download,
post, email, transmit, store or otherwise make available through your use of the Service. You understand that
by using the Service you may encounter Content that you may find offensive, indecent, or objectionable,
and that you may expose others to Content that they may find objectionable. Apple does not control the
Content posted via the Service, nor does it guarantee the accuracy, integrity or quality of such Content. You
understand and agree that your use of the Service and any Content is solely at your own risk.

A. Content

V. Content and Your Conduct

You agree that you will not reproduce, copy, duplicate, sell, resell, rent or trade the Service (or any part
thereof) for any purpose.

E. No Resale of Service

You agree that your Account is non-transferable and that any rights to your Apple ID or Content within your
Account terminate upon your death. Upon receipt of a copy of a death certificate your Account may be
terminated and all Content within your Account deleted. Contact iCloud Support at www.apple.com/support/
icloud for further assistance.

D. No Right of Survivorship

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to convey to you any interest, title, or license in an Apple ID,
email address, domain name, iChat ID, or similar resource used by you in connection with the Service.

C. No Conveyance

Particular components or features of the Service provided by Apple and/or its licensors, including but not
limited to the ability to download previous purchases and iTunes Match (additional fees apply), require
separate software or other license agreements or terms of use. You must read, accept, and agree to be
bound by any such separate agreement as a condition of using these particular components or features of
the Service.

B. Use of Other Apple Products and Services

In order to use the Service, you must enter your Apple ID and password to authenticate your Account. You
agree to provide accurate and complete information when you register with, and as you use, the Service
(“Service Registration Data”), and you agree to update your Service Registration Data to keep it accurate
and complete. Failure to provide accurate, current and complete Service Registration Data may result in
the suspension and/or termination of your Account. You agree that Apple may store and use the Service
Registration Data you provide for use in maintaining and billing fees to your Account.

As a registered user of the Service, you must establish an Account. Don’t reveal your Account information
to anyone else. You are solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality and security of your Account
and for all activities that occur on or through your Account, and you agree to immediately notify Apple of
any security breach of your Account. You further acknowledge and agree that the Service is designed and
intended for personal use on an individual basis and you should not share your Account and/or password
details with another individual. Provided we have exercised reasonable skill and due care, Apple shall not
be responsible for any losses arising out of the unauthorized use of your Account resulting from you not
following these rules.

A. Your Account

IV. Your Use of the Service

Your total price will include the price of the upgrade plus any applicable credit card fees and any sales, use,
goods and services (GST), value added (VAT), or other similar tax, under applicable law and based on the tax
rate in effect at the time you purchase the upgrade. We will charge tax when required to do so under the tax
rules applicable to the Service.

The applicable storage fee for an upgraded storage plan will take effect immediately; downgrades to your
storage plan will take effect on the next annual or monthly billing date. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
TIMELY PAYMENT OF ALL FEES AND FOR PROVIDING APPLE WITH VALID CREDIT CARD OR PAYMENT
ACCOUNT DETAILS FOR PAYMENT OF ALL FEES. If Apple is unable to successfully charge your credit card
or payment account for fees due, Apple reserves the right to revoke or restrict access to your stored Content,
delete your stored Content, or terminate your Account. If you want to designate a different credit card or
payment account or if there is a change in your credit card or payment account status, you must change your
information online in the Account Information section of iCloud; this may temporarily disrupt your access to
the Services while Apple verifies your new payment information. We may contact you via email regarding your
account, for reasons including, without limitation, reaching or exceeding your storage limit.

You can change your subscription by upgrading or downgrading your storage under the iCloud section of
Settings on your device, or under the iCloud pane of System Preferences on your Mac or iCloud Control
Panel on your computer.

By upgrading your storage on your device or computer, Apple will automatically charge on a recurring basis
the payment method associated with your Apple ID (e.g., the payment method you use to shop on the iTunes
Store, App Store, or iBookstore, if available) or the payment method associated with your Family account.
If you are a Family organizer, you agree to have Apple charge your payment method on a recurring basis for
members of your Family who upgrade their storage. Apple may also obtain preapproval for an amount up to
the amount of the transaction and contact you periodically by email to the email address associated with your
Apple ID for billing reminders and other storage account-related communications.

Additional storage is available for purchase on a subscription basis.

III. SUBSCRIPTION STORAGE UPGRADES

I. iCloud web-only account. If you sign up for the Service with a web-only account on a non-Applebranded device or computer, you will have access to only a limited set of Service functionality. As a condition
to accessing the Service with a web-only account, you agree to all relevant terms and conditions found in this
Agreement, including, without limitation, all requirements for use of the Service, limitations on use, availability,
public beta, disclaimers of warranties, rules regarding your content and conduct, and termination. Terms
found in this Agreement relating to features not available for web-only users will not be applicable to you.
These include, for example, use of location based services and payment of fees for iCloud storage upgrades.
You further agree that if you subsequently access your web-only account from an Apple-branded device
or Apple-branded computer, whether or not you own such device or computer, Apple may automatically
upgrade your web-only account to a full iCloud account and provide all available functionality of the Service
to you, including increased free storage capacity. If you choose to access your web-only account from an
Apple-branded device or Apple-branded computer and you are subsequently upgraded to full functionality of
the Service, you agree that all of the terms and conditions contained herein apply to your use of the Service. If
you do not want to have a full iCloud account, do not log in to your web-only account from an Apple-branded
device or computer.

H. Third Party Apps. If you use your iCloud account to log into certain third party Apps, you agree to
allow that App to store data in your personal iCloud account and for Apple to collect, store and process such
data for your use of the Service and such Apps. The data that the App stores in your personal iCloud account
will count towards your storage limit. Such data may be shared with another App that you download from the
same App Developer.

G. Mail Drop. If you have an iCloud account and you use OS X Mail or iCloud Webmail to send email
with attachments, whether or not you use iCloud or other email services, in order to facilitate large transfers
of files, you agree to allow Apple to temporarily store the attachments in iCloud for emails where the size of
the message plus the size of attachments is greater than 20 MB, with an upper limit of 5 GB. You also agree
to allow Apple to deliver your emails to recipients with links to your file attachments. If a recipient is using OS
X 10.10 or later, OS X Mail will automatically download the attachments. As a sender, you and all recipients
should not notice a significant change in the way you send and receive emails and attachments. Temporary
storage of large email attachments will not count towards your storage limit. These attachments will have an
expiration date. At the time of expiration, those attachments will no longer be available for downloading. You
may opt out of using Mail Drop at ay time.

F. Family Sharing. If you enable Family Sharing in your Account, Apple can share certain iTunes,
iBooks and App Store purchases, and your iCloud content, including, for example, your shared calendars,
shared photos, and location (if enabled) with your family members. For more information regarding sharing
your purchases, please see the iTunes terms and conditions at https://www.apple.com/legal/internetservices/itunes/ww/.

From time to time, Apple may choose to offer new and/or updated features of the Service (the “Beta
Features”) as part of a Public Beta Program (the “Program”) for the purpose of providing Apple with feedback
on the quality and usability of the Beta Features. You understand and agree that your participation in the
Program is voluntary and does not create a legal partnership, agency, or employment relationship between
you and Apple, and that Apple is not obligated to provide you with any Beta Features. Apple may make
such Beta Features available to Program participants by online registration or enrollment via the Service.
You understand and agree that Apple may collect and use information from your Account, devices and
peripherals in order to enroll you in a Program and/or determine your eligibility to participate. You understand
that once you enroll in a Program you may be unable to revert back to the earlier non-beta version of a given
Beta Feature. In the event such reversion is possible, you may not be able to migrate data created within
the Beta Feature back to the earlier non-beta version. Your use of the Beta Features and participation in the
Program is governed by this Agreement and any additional license terms that may separately accompany
the Beta Features. The Beta Features are provided on an “AS IS” and “AS AVAILABLE” basis and may
contain errors or inaccuracies that could cause failures, corruption or loss of data and/or information from
your device and from peripherals (including, without limitation, servers and computers) connected thereto.
Apple strongly encourages you to backup all data and information on your device and any peripherals prior
to participating in any Program. You expressly acknowledge and agree that all use of the Beta Features is at
your sole risk. YOU ASSUME ALL RISKS AND ALL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH YOUR PARTICIPATION IN
ANY PROGRAM, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY INTERNET ACCESS FEES, BACKUP EXPENSES,
COSTS INCURRED FOR THE USE OF YOUR DEVICE AND PERIPHERALS, AND ANY DAMAGE TO ANY
EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE, INFORMATION OR DATA. Apple may or may not provide you with technical and/
or other support for the Beta Features. If support is provided it will be in addition to your normal support
coverage for the Service and only available through the Program. You agree to abide by any support rules or
policies that Apple provides to you in order to receive any such support. Apple reserves the right to modify
the terms, conditions or policies of the Program (including ceasing the Program) at any time with or without
notice, and may revoke your participation in the Program at any time. You acknowledge that Apple has no
obligation to provide a commercial version of the Beta Features, and that should such a commercial version
be made available, it may have features or functionality different than that contained in the Beta Features.
As part of the Program, Apple will provide you with the opportunity to submit comments, suggestions, or
other feedback regarding your use of the Beta Features. You agree that in the absence of a separate written
agreement to the contrary, Apple will be free to use any feedback you provide for any purpose.

E. Public Beta

3. iCloud Photo Sharing. By using the iCloud Photo Sharing feature, Apple may continuously
store the photos and videos you share until you delete them, send those photos and videos to your
other Apple iOS devices and computers that have iCloud Photo Sharing enabled, and send them to
the iOS devices and computers of the people you choose to share them with, including members of
your Family if Family Sharing is enabled. When you use iCloud Photo Sharing, you are allowing your
recipients to view, save, copy, and share your photos and videos, as well as contribute photos and
videos, and leave comments. You can delete individual photos, videos, comments, or entire shared
photo streams at any time to stop sharing them immediately, however, photos and videos that the
viewer has previously saved to their device or computer will not be deleted.

2. My Photo Stream. When you use the My Photo Stream feature of iCloud, Apple may store
photos taken on your iOS Device or uploaded from your computer for a limited period of time and
automatically send the photos to your other Apple iOS Devices or computers that have My Photo
Stream enabled. Please note that a limited number of photos may be stored in the cloud or on your
devices at any one time, and older photos will be automatically deleted from My Photo Stream over
time. Any photos you want to keep on a particular device permanently must be saved to the camera roll
or the photo library on your computer. Photo resolution may vary depending on the device to which the
photos are downloaded. If you do not wish to use My Photo Stream, you can turn My Photo Stream off
on all of your iOS Devices or computers that have My Photo Stream enabled. If you enable iCloud Photo
Library, devices and computers will no longer download data from My Photo Stream, but will continue
to upload data to My Photo Stream. This means that iCloud-Photo-Library-enabled devices and
computers will send data to devices and computers that are not enabled, while data from non-enabled
devices and computers will not be uploaded to iCloud Photo Library.

1. iCloud Photo Library. When you enable iCloud Photo Library, your photos, videos and
metadata in the Photos App on your iOS device, OS X computer, or Windows PC (“Device Photo
Library”) will be automatically sent to iCloud, stored as your Photo Library in iCloud, and then pushed
to all of your other iCloud Photo Library-enabled devices and computers. If you later make changes
(including deletions) to the Device Photo Library on any one of these devices or computers, your
changes will automatically be sent to and reflected in your iCloud Photo Library. These changes will also
be pushed from iCloud to and reflected in the Device Photo Library on all of your other iCloud Photo
Library-enabled devices and computers. If you use My Photo Stream or iCloud Photo Sharing, any new
photo you add to your device or computer will be sent to iCloud and automatically pushed to other My
Photo Stream-enabled or iCloud Photo Sharing-enabled devices or computers. Please note that the
resolution of content in your Photo Library on your device or computer may vary depending upon the
amount of available storage and the storage management option you have selected for your iCloudPhoto-Library-enabled iOS device or computer. If you do not wish to use iCloud Photo Library, you can
turn iCloud Photo Library off on all of your iOS Devices or computers that have iCloud Photo Library
enabled.

D. Photos

When iCloud Backup is enabled, your device will not back up to iTunes automatically during a sync, but you
may choose to manually initiate a backup to iTunes.

The Service creates automatic backups for iOS devices periodically, when the device is screen locked,
connected to a power source, and connected to the Internet via a Wi-Fi network. iCloud will store your last
three backups; however, if a device has not backed up to iCloud for a period of one hundred and eighty (180)
days, Apple reserves the right to delete the backups associated with that device. Backup is limited to device
settings, device characteristics, photos and videos, documents, messages (iMessage, SMS, and MMS),
ringtones, app data (including Health app data), location settings (such as location-based reminders that you
have set up), and Home screen and app organization. Content purchased from the iTunes Store, App Store,
or iBookstore is not backed up, but may be eligible for download from those services, subject to account
requirements, availability, and the applicable terms and conditions. Media synced from your computer is
not backed up. If you enable iCloud Photo Library, your Photo Library will be backed up separately from the
automatic iCloud backup. Your iCloud email, contacts, calendars, bookmarks, and documents are stored in,
and can be accessed via iCloud on your devices and computers. Apple shall use reasonable skill and due
care in providing the Service, but, TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY APPLICABLE LAW, APPLE
DOES NOT GUARANTEE OR WARRANT THAT ANY CONTENT YOU MAY STORE OR ACCESS THROUGH
THE SERVICE WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO INADVERTENT DAMAGE, CORRUPTION, LOSS, OR REMOVAL
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND APPLE SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE
SHOULD SUCH DAMAGE, CORRUPTION, LOSS, OR REMOVAL OCCUR. It is your responsibility to maintain
appropriate alternate backup of your information and data.

C. Backup

Find My iPhone is automatically enabled on iOS devices running iOS 8 or later when you enable iCloud. When
Find My iPhone is enabled on iOS devices running iOS 7 or later, your iOS device will be automatically linked
to your Apple ID. Your Apple ID password will be required before anyone (including you) can turn off Find My
iPhone, sign out of iCloud, erase or activate the device. Apple and its authorized agents may not perform
hardware or software support services, including services under Apple’s limited warranty, unless you disable
Find My iPhone prior to service. Apple shall bear no responsibility for your failure to protect your iOS device
with a passcode, enable Lost Mode, and/or receive or respond to notices and communications. Apple shall
also bear no responsibility for returning your iOS device to you or for any loss of data on your iOS device.

B. Find My iPhone

You may withdraw consent to Apple and its partners’ and licensors’ collection, use, transmission, processing
and maintenance of location and account data at any time by not using the location-based features and
turning off the Find My iPhone, Find My Friends, or Location Services settings (as applicable) on your device
and computer. When using third party services that use or provide location data as part of the Service,
you are subject to and should review such third party’s terms and privacy policy on use of location data
by such third party services. Any location data provided by the Service is not intended to be relied upon in
situations where precise location information is needed or where erroneous, inaccurate, time-delayed or
incomplete location data may lead to death, personal injury, property or environmental damage. Apple shall
use reasonable skill and due care in providing the Service, but Neither Apple nor any of its content providers
guarantees the availability, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of location data or any other data
displayed by the Service. LOCATION-BASED SERVICES ARE NOT INTENDED OR SUITABLE FOR USE AS
AN EMERGENCY LOCATOR SYSTEM.

Apple and its partners and licensors may provide certain features or services (e.g., Find My iPhone, Find My
Friends) that rely upon device-based location information using GPS (where available) and crowd-sourced
Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower locations. To provide such features or services, where available, Apple and its
partners and licensors must collect, use, transmit, process and maintain your location data, including but not
limited to the geographic location of your device and information related to your iCloud account (“Account”)
and any devices registered thereunder, including but not limited to your Apple ID, device ID and name, and
device type.

A. Use of Location-based Services

II. FEATURES AND SERVICES

E. Changing the Service. Apple reserves the right at any time to modify this Agreement and to
impose new or additional terms or conditions on your use of the Service. Such modifications and additional
terms and conditions will be communicated to you and, if accepted, will be effective immediately and will
be incorporated into this Agreement. In the event that you refuse to accept such changes, Apple will have
the right to terminate this Agreement and your account. You agree that Apple shall not be liable to you or
any third party for any modification or cessation of the Service. If you have paid to use the Service and we
terminate it or materially downgrade its functionality, we will provide you with a pro rata refund of any prepayment.

D. Availability of the Service. The Service, or any feature or part thereof, may not be available in
all languages or in all countries and Apple makes no representation that the Service, or any feature or part
thereof, is appropriate or available for use in any particular location. To the extent you choose to access and
use the Service, you do so at your own initiative and are responsible for compliance with any applicable laws.

If you are a covered entity, business associate or representative of a covered entity or business associate
(as those terms are defined at 45 C.F.R § 160.103), You agree that you will not use any component, function
or other facility of iCloud to create, receive, maintain or transmit any “protected health information” (as such
term is defined at 45 C.F.R § 160.103) or use iCloud in any manner that would make Apple (or any Apple
Subsidiary) Your or any third party’s business associate.

C. Limitations on Use. You agree to use the Service only for purposes permitted by this Agreement,
and only to the extent permitted by any applicable law, regulation, or generally accepted practice in the
applicable jurisdiction. Your Account is allocated 5GB of storage capacity as described in the iCloud
feature pages. Additional storage is available for purchase, as described below. Exceeding any applicable
or reasonable limitation of bandwidth, or storage capacity (for example, backup or email account space)
is prohibited and may prevent you from backing up to iCloud, adding documents, or receiving new email
sent to your iCloud email address. If your use of the Service or other behavior intentionally or unintentionally
threatens Apple’s ability to provide the Service or other systems, Apple shall be entitled to take all reasonable
steps to protect the Service and Apple’s systems, which may include suspension of your access to the
Service. Repeated violations of the limitations may result in termination of your Account.

B. Devices and Accounts. Use of the Service may require compatible devices, Internet access, and
certain software (fees may apply); may require periodic updates; and may be affected by the performance of
these factors. Apple reserves the right to limit the number of Accounts that may be created from a device and
the number of devices associated with an Account. The latest version of required software may be required
for certain transactions or features. You agree that meeting these requirements is your responsibility.

To use the Service, you cannot be a person barred from receiving the Service under the laws of the United
States or other applicable jurisdictions, including the country in which you reside or from where you use the
Service. By accepting this Agreement, you represent that you understand and agree to the foregoing.

A. Age. The Service is only available to individuals aged 13 years or older, unless you are under
13 years old and your Apple ID was provided to you as a result of a request by an approved educational
institution or established as part of the Family Sharing feature by your parent or guardian. We do not
knowingly collect, use or disclose personal information from children under 13, or equivalent minimum age in
the relevant jurisdiction, without verifiable parental consent. Parents and guardians should also remind any
minors that conversing with strangers on the Internet can be dangerous and take appropriate precautions to
protect children, including monitoring their use of the Service.

I. REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF THE SERVICE

Apple is the provider of the Service, which permits you to utilize certain Internet services, including storing
your personal content (such as contacts, calendars, photos, notes, reminders, documents, app data, and
iCloud email) and making it accessible on your compatible devices and computers, and certain location
based services, only under the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. As soon as you enable
iCloud, your content will be automatically sent to and stored by Apple, so you can later access that content or
have content wirelessly pushed to your other iCloud-enabled devices or computers.

THIS LEGAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND APPLE GOVERNS YOUR USE OF THE iCLOUD PRODUCT,
SOFTWARE, SERVICES, AND WEBSITES (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS THE “SERVICE”). IT IS
IMPORTANT THAT YOU READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOLLOWING TERMS. BY CLICKING “AGREE,” YOU
ARE AGREEING THAT THESE TERMS WILL APPLY IF YOU CHOOSE TO ACCESS OR USE THE SERVICE.

Welcome to iCloud
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Untied Nations (2014)

WHAT IS
THE FUTURE
OF THE
‘UNITED’
NATIONS?
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What is the role of United
Nations in the future? Are they
actually effective? What do they
actually do in the present day in
accordance to their Charter?
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PROJECTS

In the far off future, a record of the United
Nation exists. The record documents the
history of United Nations as it transitions into
an organization called “Untied Nations.”
The organization is going through the process
of disintegration of both the identity and the
language due to inefficiency within
the organization.
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Original United Nations logo
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Untied Nations (2014)
The project follows the premise of United Nations, as an
organization that can call for peace, but cannot intervene or
initiate an aggressive action. As conflicts persist in areas where
there is no U.N. presence, highlighting the incomplete and
dysfunctional state of U.N. interventions. The project considers
the future of such contradictory organizations that emphasize the
fact that they might as well not exist. The form is reflected in the
final medium of grave-like plaques. These marks and languages
are applied onto individual plaques, recording a fictional history
on the future of the organization called Untied Nations. The
plaques depict the deterioration of linguistics and identity as each
plaques jumps 50 years into the future, becoming an ouroboros,
a cycle of chaos, by the end of its life.

PROJECTS

Individual Plaques
with updated logo
18 x 24 inches
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Individual Plaques
18 x 24 inches, Front and back
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The language of the declaration changes as time moves forward.
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The language of the declaration changes as time moves forward.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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The MeMo Organization (2013)
‘The MeMo Organisation’ is a collection of future
memento mori objects that explore a range of
poetic rituals and attitudes towards death and
mourning in relation to emerging developments in
science, philosophy and technology.”
Could death really be so gentle with the help of
technology?
The Latin phrase memento mori, meaning,
“remember you will die”, denotes objects which
remind us of our mortality. What alternative
memento mori practices and rituals might be
created in light of current developments in
technology and science?

The research ranges over a wide field, including
the relatively recent medicalization and
banishment of death and mourning from public
experience, the emergence of palliative and
hospice care, the funeral industry and the green
burial movement, the impact of new digital and
biological technologies, and a growing desire for
increased meaning in the service of a dying self.
She distills her research into a collection of tools
which facilitate a series of intimate narratives
voiced by characters struggling in various ways
with mortality. The characters remain anonymous
in these short stories where love and loss are
recurring motifs.

INTERVIEW

Cloaked in the fictional identity of The MeMo
Organization, Jessica presents a vitrine filled
with seven designed objects each accompanied
by a short story that explores a range of poetic

rituals and attitudes towards death and mourning
in relation to emerging developments in science,
philosophy and technology.

http://me-mo.co/
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Jessica has previously conducted and taken part in numerous
projects while working for leading design research and service design
consultancies including SeymourPowellForesight, Sense Worldwide
and Engine Service Design. Clients have included Habbo, Nokia,
Design Council, Vodafone, T-Mobile and GE.
Other consulting work includes Appleyards Uncertainty
Management Unit, FutureLab Education think tank and the Institute
for Advanced Studies research unit in Lancaster University.
Interviewed on March 12, 2015
In regards to speculative practice, from
the ideas that Tony & Fiona fostered at
RCA, the approach, the teaching methods,
and the students.
Jess: are you in panic?
Half panic, the other half I have no idea.
Jess: You’ve done half of the panicking. Go for it, tell me
what you’d like to know
As a former Interaction program grad, I was wondering
what the approach was when you were in school,
the idea (Speculative Design) that Tony and Fiona
have fostered and what you’re doing now with your
classes [at SAIC]?
Jess: I can tell you a bit about what I was doing before I
got there and how my mind got completely exploded. I
definitely wasn’t sure what was going to happen when I
started that class because I actually applied for something
originally called Interaction Design. When I applied it was
the same year Tony and Fiona applied to run a course from
a different direction. I actually only found out after I had
applied between my application after Tony and Fiona had
taken on to change the regime. It was exciting because I
had always been interested in their work as an undergrad,
but I wasn’t aware of it a lot until I met Tim (Parsons). He
told me about them.

It was a moment of complete change, working in
undergrad hands on 3D design woods, metal, ceramics,
glass, product design background. The first project we had
was about “Victimless Meat.” It was about “In Vitro meat”
being grown in a petri dish, there’s a lot about these kind of
artworks being done in Australia by an artist called Aaron
Katz. I just remembered that project and being the first day
and going “what the fuck is going on.”
It was a complete change of what I was expecting
as the idea of what interaction might mean. I was already
interested in the idea of how we look at objects and how
we understand what objects are telling us. What is going
through our minds when we do interact with objects,
what are the processes, what makes us interact with one
thing over another. Is it about physical interaction or the
ideas in your head, about what is the object is interacting
with, in my previous wisdom or knowledge, or the context
of that object. I was interested in the semantics side of
interaction, haptic interaction, learning from graduates
of the interaction design regime which is very much from
a computer-related design model. So, I’ve always been
open to thinking about what might mean new technology
and new science and how do they interact. How does that
change the way we interact in the future with object once
it leaves the laboratory, the realm of the scientists, what
does it mean for us in design to think about materials, new
technologies, and new behaviors that might be created
from new ways of interacting from this matter.
It was a complete mindfuck when I got there, then I was
all in, I was so excited about it, I was intrigued by what is
the value of designer. It just exploded the cage in my mind
about what design was about and dissolved that barrier. It
became a wild west thinking about where I might explore...
I could go explore nanotechnology, what does that mean,
what does In Vitro culture mean? It evolved over the
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Jessica is a speculative designer and currently teaches in Designed
Objects at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
She has experience working for both public and private sector
organisations to explore the future implications of their field and
explores ways of using design to unravel and provoke rich interactions
between people, technology, products and services. Whether critiquing
science-related themes or exploring how science and technology
development affects our attitudes towards death and mortality,
Charlesworth’s work addresses fundamental questions about society’s
institutions, ambitions and behaviors.
Revealing insights into her working process, Jessica’s projects
explore new possibilities and alternative futures. In contrast to
commercial industrial design where new products are developed
for immediate consumption, Jessica approaches design as a tool for
discussion and provocation bringing big issues, and their impacts on
our messy everyday lives, into focus.
Since graduating from the Design Interactions at the Royal
College of Art, she has run her own practice conducting speculative
design projects, often collaborating with scientists, futurists, designers
and academics including think tanks Foresight (UK) and the Institute
for the Future (US).
Jessica has exhibited at London Design Festival, MAKVienna, the
Chicago Cultural Center, the Ace Museum in Los Angeles and twice at
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago. Her work is held in the
permanent collection of MAKVienna.
Jessica has run workshops and tutoring sessions at the Art
Center in Pasadena, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Glasgow
School of Art, Bath School of Art &Design, the Royal College of Art,
Lancaster University and the Moholy-Nagy University of Art and
Design in Budapest.
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months that we were exposed to interesting experts and
knowledge to read a lot of things and meet lots of people
who knew what they were talking about that has nothing
to do with design whatsoever. With these kinds of projects
that Tony and Fiona gave us, usually lasted a month. They
weren’t very long, but they were long enough for a topic.
How can you interrogate these topic, in what way
as a designer, using what kind of methods? We were
definitely guinea pigs, they didn’t know how to teach with
politics, ethics, and communication, we were learning as
we were going along. They were talented people, so they
were good at guiding, they had an idea in their mind about
what students should be doing, sometimes it feels like it
was being quite directed. I really thrived on that because
I haven’t had a preconception what I aim to get out of the
course; in relation to my teaching now, I leave it really
open. I just teach one class a week.
I wanted to know about the class, there’s not much I
could find on the internet about (Jessica’s class)
“Ways of Futuring?”
Jess: The way it’s publicized, the school website gets
you to write description and that’s it. Not until the first
day that the students know what it might be about. I
teach two classes, one a semester. The first one is called
Material Futures and that’s for grad students who are doing
designed objects and it’s for people who are in the second
year of their two-year program, it’s very much to getting
to think about the broader knowledge of design in relation
to emerging to technology, in what ways can interrogate
an interest that is critically important to them that they’re
practicing. Sometimes it connects directly with their thesis,
and their project is ongoing so I’m just kind of a 3 hours
a week seminar plugin. The students might be interested
pursuing a topic that is related to their thesis topic, or
use it as an escape route to completely do something
different. Designed objects do encourage designed objects,
but this class is completely open, they could do a service,
a narrative project, a graphic novel, they could do a
performance if they wanted to. It’s very much about how
can you interrogate emerging scientific topic in relation to
their practice.
So, it really varies, some people are interested in
the future of immortality and deaths. Some wanted to
do a topic about synthetic biology about new pets in the
street, designing new pets. Another student is interested in
prioritization of war and the impact it has, interacting with
soda bottles... Learning about emerging scientific topics
and such, methods you use for the future for corporate
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and government, design affected by trends. I did this
internship, on a government think tank a few years ago
in the UK, so I was exposed to the ideas such as system
models, and how they incorporate risk assessment to
assess how government change policies, so yeah, it can be
really broad.
When students ask you how far you should look into the
future, what do you usually say?
Jess: I say as far as you would like. Sometimes it’s not
always about the time period, it could be more about the
alternate future from the present time. Design consultancy
or a product company might think just to allow more
speculation. What impact a technology might have over a
period of time. My first round of that project, I ask them
to think 100 years in advance, just crazy, just too far.
Sometimes, I get people who just think, maybe it’s slightly
an alternative of now but slightly different. There’s a
really interesting chap who came to speak to the students
last week named Stuart Candy, he teaches at OCAD, as a
foresight and design professor. He’s very much a hardcore
futurist, and he studied at the Hawaiian research center
for Future Studies. He is very much aware of design
having a role to play to think what future means. It’s called
experiential future, it’s almost designing a space, a future
of a topic, to design, to immerse people into that space
more. It might be the graphics, the objects, or collaterals or
signage or a number of different kinds of design elements.
Quite used often in film, such as Children of Men, it looks
familiar, but there’s a few differences in some of the
surroundings that made you know that this isn’t quite now,
another version of now, or slightly 10 years in advance.
There’s a really good book I often talk to students about,
it’s called Lab Coats in Hollywood, and the guy is a science
consultant in Hollywood, which is the greatest job to have,
but he’s based in the UK. He once came to school to talk
about phrases such as “Digit Prototype,” which are props
that help you describe, ways to show technology in the
realm of film and screenplay setting where you can create a
suspension of disbelief that is enough for people to believe
that the object is real. Which is what designers do all the
time. But he looks at it from science, fact, and connecting it
with the story now of making a film.
In the past few years you’ve been teaching, has the
output from the students changed at all? from a more
dystopic alarmist approach to a more practical one?
Jess: You mean what they do in the class?

Yes, sort of projects do they come up with?
Jess: It can get pretty wild in their topic choice. It could
be what they have to do to their designed object thesis.
We want them to be experimental in how they talk about
designing a service where you can evoke the memories
of your previous pets, might be the service they’re
designing. I try to get them to be quite open minded
about how science is so advanced now what does it mean
to change the way we live and how it has become more
acceptable where we are changing their bodies or where
creating an artificial intelligence, right now, sensationalist
dystopian, try to be more acute of the idea, thinking about
the everyday. Whether that’s by telling stories through
the interaction of things that could almost be now, or it
could almost feel like it’s no difference but there is a slight
change in how we behave. It’s kind of telling stories that
aren’t sensational but through design to sort of suggest
that you could create series of imaginary objects that sort
of imply a way of life that maybe these objects don’t seem
completely alarmist but they seem quite desirable but
strange at the same time. It may just be telling stories about
people lives and how they interact with their environment
and describing that interaction. Does that make any sense?
Yes, I ask that because it seems like the further we
go in the present, our concerns are about the in
ramifications of technology, concerning ourselves...
of outer space, now it has become technology and
its’ implications on our lives in the near future. I’m
always curious if that there’s so many movies about
ramifications of technology now, can I see some
more space?
Jess: At the moment, the taste of dystopia is huge. I think
people just have a total fear of what they have no control
over. Tim and I are trying to figure out what is our role
of practice at the moment. Very early days of our design
practice, is it about highlighting something that is not
known so easily? Is it about evading something that people
have no control over or should be aware of? Implications of
technology from a design perspective is one way of talking
about speculative design, but it might also be about finance
systems or housing systems, it doesn’t have to necessarily
be that kind of wild side research. Science writing and
science communication is so pervasive, we could read
about that stuff all the time, there’s millions of people
speculating all the time.
I think since I studied at the RCA, it definitely

changed my way of thinking, and I’m still figuring it out.
I don’t always explore science as my basis to all my own
practice with Tim. I mean I know there’s a student a few
years after me who graduated, she’s really interested in
insurance companies. The idea of the black swan (the
theory that describes an event that comes as a surprise,
has a major effect, and is often inappropriately rationalized
after the fact with the benefit of hindsight.—[Wikipedia])
... and she came from a visual arts background, was very
interested in film and storytelling. Her name is Ilona
Gaynor, she has taught at RISD a few times, she’s friend
with Shona Kitchen (Digital + Media Professor). She
wasn’t interested in science at all in her research at RCA,
she wanted to look at finance institutions, the elaborate
structures that insurance companies make to try and
predict futures to put money against them. Can you reverse
engineer the black swan. She’s learning about the system,
the policies, and intricacies around prediction, money and
also imagination. Her work was really different and it was
not science or dystopic in anyway around that. I guess it’s
always about the critique, the question one gets to think
about, how can you critique something about your own
practice in an art school, where everything is discussed in
critique. There’s nothing like being in an industrial design
practice or an industrial design course in a traditional
sense. She spent a lot of time figuring out what’s their
motivation, cultural, specific critique and what do they
bring to the table as a designer. My teaching is very much
about thinking beyond, not just about implications of
technology but critical question. It’s been good talking
to you because I’ve been figuring out what I’m teaching,
what Tim and I are doing. I’m sure Tim is a lot more
comprehensive in what he’s saying to you. He’s a lot better
at this.
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I’m curious at the role of optimism, ‘optimistic
future.’ Should that be fostered at all? It seems like the
landscape is filled with dystopia at the moment.
Jess: In talking about the future, thedystopian raises more
questions about what you do and don’t want more quickly.
Because one person’s idea of an optimistic future might be
someone’s dystopian one anyway. Like Black Mirror (BBC
Television series), if you watched it
I just watched the first episode yesterday, Tim told me
to watch it actually.
Jess: The first one is not the good one, it’s all the others
that you should watch. The first one is too much, but that’s
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a very black British Humor.
Critical of everything.
Jess: Yeah, I mean if you watched everything that Charlie
Brooker reads or write it’s fucking funny. It’s pretty
extreme. He’s got such a black british humor. I think
it’s definitely the way Tim and I are thinking about our
practice, that we try to be quite cynical but we empower
people in some respect. It is about empowering people
through suggesting like, if a flag was like this, what can
we do be prepared for it or other tools out there for you to
consider that might change or nudge our behavior. Even in
telling a cautionary tale, it can still be optimistic and it can
be prepared for a considered, I’m not suggesting that we
go and do social innovation. It just depends on what you
mean by optimistic futures, I think it’s something that’s
really important to have. That’s what Stuart Candy talked a
lot in his practice. He’s trying to get more people to connect
more with the idea that enables us to discuss various ways
of thinking about the future. Just the process of doing it is
difficult for people, that’s why film is really good at talking
about it in a dystopian way, but aren’t there other ways?
An artwork is good at doing that, speculative design is
good at doing that. It’s just broadening the scope of that.
Because I’m a cynical Brit, I’m always going to be slightly
pessimistic.
I find yours and Tim’s work slightly on an optimistic in
comparison to sort of the rest. It was very interesting to
me, like Oh! It was nice to see.
Jess: [laughs] I don’t know where that comes from,
because we don’t necessarily appear to be optimistic
people. [laughs] But I think we want to empower people
slightly or reveal slightly something about what we
do. We’re probably not telling a dark tale, but it can
easily come out of me and the dark dystopian part of
the relationship. Ilona and I are in the same room it’s
dangerous. Tim’s like “oh my god,” what’s going to
happen. So yeah, it’s interesting that you think because
we are still figuring out our practice right now. External
comments are very welcome.
How do sort of see the future landscape of speculative
design in sort of ways of getting it out to the public?
I’ve asked Tim about this too and it’s always the
hardest part.
Jess: Yes, it’s very hard, and it depends... barely anyone
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knows what industrial design is, apart from Apple
products, or computers, or electronic gadgets, or a really
nice chairs, or a range of furnitures you might find at CB2,
Crate and Barrel, and then people think that this is artwork,
and I’m totally fine with crossing over, I never want to
say that it’s deign or art because it’s a boring discussion. I
think how people see this is always going to be difficult,
and that’s where bringing a work into like a Museum or a
cultural institution is very exciting. I’ve shown few pieces
of work at the Chicago Center which is a public space. It’s
government-owned and anyone can come in and hang
out there. You get all sorts of people responding to art
and work, they think it’s artwork because it’s seemingly
unfunctional. I think it’s really hard, maybe it evolves the
practice into something else.
I think about all my graduates, my other friends who
graduated in my year and moved on to big companies or to
teach whereas all the ones after them, sort of streamlined
the process a bit more, made it a bit more efficient, were
a lot more entrepreneurial, and they’re hired as people
who have an entrepreneurial spirit within them. They can
go and define their own practices in very different ways.
My friend, Daisy Ginsberg, she’s really interesting as she
comes from an architectural background, and was really
interested in synthetic biology and emerging science and
the implications of it. She’s slowly starting to figure it out.
She was looking a lot at design and science and what the
role of that collaboration, is it just a lab with an advertising
scheme for science, a very interesting thought she has had
very recently. She’s figuring out her role, and there’s people
who go out and run their own teaching platforms at MIT
or people who do a really interesting project and they don’t
know what to do next. Some people who graduated a year
after me, decided to call themselves artists, they’re not
designers anymore, and officially changed the context of
where they are and where they sell their work. The future
of the practice is evolving constantly.
Is future of the practice limited in a way? Is the practice
limited to either becoming an artist or you can keep
making things that they are out there, like your practice
with Tim, with teaching and commissioned work from
museums in Chicago?
Jess: Sure, yeah, I think it’s really... what was really good
about what I learned in college is how to be extremely
opinionated about the fact that I don’t want to work for
anybody [laughs]. I did for awhile and I hated it. I realize
I’m just very very judgmental about what I believe in and I
want to do things I believe in. But I needed to earn money

so I needed to do that. I learned a lot of skills at the same
time. I have these little voices in the back of my head,
which I don’t know that they live there sometimes. It’s
slowly dissolving now, but it’s enabling me to figure out
where I want to go next in my own work. But that’s a long
long time ago, I’ve done lots of different things since then;
the fact that Tim and I are so different and now we work
together is really interesting. I think it’s making our work
stronger, in one respect, but confusing in other words. We
don’t want to position ourselves in one way. I was talking
to Tim yesterday about Italian designers from the 60s 70s...
Superstudio?
Jess: Yeah, exactly, guys such as Enzo Mari, they’ve
managed to cross boundaries of their practice. It has purely
to do with the context with the country they’re in and
the timing and also the climate but they were able to be
artists, artisans, across multiple disciplines. She teaches
and he studied in visual critical studies, and they learn all
the time about how to critique practice. She was telling
me about this new term, the ‘post-disciplinary practice.’
I’m like, shit, I want one of those... and I guess being at
art school, there’s always a discussion. In and out, we are
exposed to all sorts of different practices all the time, so
we are really lucky in that respect in that we don’t feel that
there’s a problem in having an identity crisis. Everyone
has one. We’re still very much interested in being in
Chicago. There’s a lot of loose boundaries between Art
and Design. There’s a lot less people as well, compared to
living in London, to do what Tim and I did. We have to find
resources and inspiration from other people.
Almost a decade later... I’ve read somewhere that RCA
interaction design philosophy after Tony and Fiona
were there was, “challenging optimism.” Is it still there?
Or has it gone somewhere else?
Jess: For me?
Yes, for you.
Jess: Yeah, I secretly hate any kind of... when I graduated I
had this moment where I wanted to save the world. I think
it’s quite a natural craving in design that you wanted to
design and fix everything, or at least be a part of something
where you think you’re fixing things. I did do a lot of work
in social service design and public service design and I
took part in a lot of social project. And then I just felt like
I didn’t know who I was serving when I was doing that,

especially in the UK government, you’re suddenly involved
in a public service that was run by the government, but you
don’t know if you really valued the governments’ policies
or why they’re doing these things. Some of it became a bit
like how designers seen as servant to the client, I was like
reflecting who or what is my judgment valued here? Do I
believe in saving the world for this particular government
or particular institution? I got very jaded about how much
design can really do, and how sustainable is it if you’re
just flying in, jumping in and doing a project and then
leaving. Unless you do it for real and that’s all you do.
I started to not like doing projects that saw themselves
as saving the world, unless it’s something that is your
full-time concentration or an idea. Just something you
can do as a designer should do, only a designer in art
school. You’re trying to solve the situation for somebody.
So, I think it’s valuable and there’s nothing wrong with
that. But sometimes, the problem solving may not be
the actual problem you’re solving. It maybe the wrong
question you’re asking. I think going beyond optimism,
what Tony means is like we’re not looking at trying to
make everything happy in the end in whatever you ask.
In the end, you ask more questions that we don’t want to
ask. That was when this sort of ethics of doing projects
gets involved. Do you start questions that might provoke
actions that you didn’t put in? It happened, may have a
good or bad result on somebody? By talking about the
future, do you make it happen? Does that make any sense?
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Yes it does. So, is there any of the students that went
on forward with the practice? All I want to do now is
this (speculative design.) Speculative design, for me it’s
like—wow, eye opening, I didn’t know I could do things
like this in design instead of serving clients forever. It’s
more fun to imagine these things so...
Jess: [laughs] It’s really like taking crack is dangerous
because once you get a taste, that’s all you want to do. But
you need to find the money to keep doing it. You end up
like doing anything [laughs]. I’ve never said that analogy
until now, that’s an exclusive moment for you but... it’s
really funny because I think it helps people open up and
lightly set up the boundaries of what design practice
was about initially. Why can’t you ask more questions
through your process, why does it have to solve a question
at the end, and it just depends on what kinds of projects
you want. I’ve done so many weird projects in my time
of doing future projects. This future of obesity project I
did, that was where we did storytelling exercises or I did
some project about the future of decision making. That
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Interview #2: Jessica Charlesworth

It’s been a lot of help, I know at RISD we’reonly
starting to explore the speculative angle of things.
I know a lot of people in the ID department have
been reading Speculative Everything in the past few
years. So there’s been like a surge in dystopian
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themed projects.
Jess: It’s good.
It’s fun to be at the beginning to see what’s going on.
Jess: That book came out last November. So, it’s become
default reading. There’s so many other good ones as
well I’ve got a good reading list I could send you. Some
people really hate it, Ilona think it’s all bullshit, but she
would be a great person to talk to, to tell you a complete
opposite of what I said. She’s very critical for many good
reasons I think, if you want a critical discussion about it
in more detail, she’s your lady. She will guide you a bit
more about how to do things if you’re interested in this
mode of thinking. Stuart is another opposite of Ilona,
highly optimistic in his future practice. He’s not a designer
necessarily, he’s come from a lore background, future
practice, foresight, he studies the future, he knows the
history of it.
It’s been really helpful listening to how to foster a
practice. Last week there was a discussion, a speculative
round table, and there were... basically the same
questions but it was more about whether or not it’s
limited inside academia.
Jess: I think quite often it borrows from so many different
sources that already exist, like writing, speculative fiction,
I write a lot in what I do, film and art and I guess in
academia it’s just called something. I think speculative
design is all bullshit anyway, I hate the phrase but it’s just
something that evolved.
I think it’s already public... just not public enough?
Jess: Yeah, barely anyone know who Tony and Fiona
are, if you’re interested in design, or practicing design, or
talk culture within design. In the art school no one has a
fucking clue what I’m talking about. It’s completely like,
‘oh, isn’t all work supposed to be critical?’ That’s why it’s
really funny when you introduce design as the notion to
critical, and then artist are like we’ve always been doing
that. It’s great, the key to the differences are that the
production details. The convincing lies that designers
can create. We’re very good at convincing people at being
aware of life through objects or experiences that we are so
used to consuming in our world. We are just very good at
integrating these things that are real. That’s what design
is really good at, we’re very good at mocking up a thing

and lying to people through object and materials, creating
simulations, because we want to convince people at some
point. Tony has always talked to us about, even though
you might have an amazing philosophy, it always comes
down to brash text, so what does this thing look like, what
is it made of, how are you going make it, is it this color
or that color, why is it this way or that way. He’s always
very much, interested in the object, the design of it. We
always have to convince him and other people about the
form and the process of getting to the form. And then he
was very much anti... not using a form that’s familiar, the
idea of creating something that’s unbelievably not real, that
doesn’t even exist yet, which is really challenging, to me.
Tim and I borrow so much from design semantics whereas
Tony will say, eradicate all your ideas about what we think
how we should interact with objects. Yeah, that’s why I
thought the lying bit
is important.
A convincing lie.
Jess: A convincing lie through prototype, and if you do
it for real and it works, it’s even more fucking amazing.
Ideally, it should really work. There’s a bio artist who
teaches here call Eduardo Kac, usually famous for creating
this fluorescent rabbit. He’s very skilled with biological
matter, yet he works it like a material. He’s kind of critical
of design approach thinking about science and math and
other synthetic biology and living matter and prototyped
things. They might not necessarily work with the living
matter for the prototype but to imagine ‘what if life was
this, what this might be.’ There’s two different ways of
looking at it: do you work hands on with the material and
craft it? Or do you speculate with it as if you’re prototyping
with it?

INTERVIEW

was another kind of scenario planning exercise. I did this
really crazy project for the Institute for the Future in San
Francisco. They did this conference called The Future of
Persuasion conference so they invited me to do a talk but
they also invited me to take part in a performance. In the
very beginning, it was to get all the conference members to
imagine what life will be like in the future. We often used
to practice the things I learned in college and you know,
I worked for some design consultancy, ran workshops
and did lots of ethnography research and talked to lots of
people until imagining how might a company think about
the next few years in relation to these imagined trends.
I’ve tried out lots of different weird ways of seeing this
practice but it’s always the goal to try and do interesting
projects with people, about the future of something.
Tim and I did this project about the future of work. We
worked for this last summer at a place called Open Society
Foundation, a not for profit human rights organization in
New York. They’re doing this project about the future of
work, in relation to technology and automation. They come
from a policy background, so they’re learning a lot about
how will automation change, those who are lobbying on
behalf of people that are structurally unequal. My friend is
consulting with them and she’s commissioned with lots
of people with these research study. Tim and I did a
research study and we also proposed a design project, a
design fiction and it was called Catalogue of the Post-human
and it was about human enhancement technology and how
it might impact on the idea of work and the workplace in
the future. Then we designed this fictional catalogue a bit
based off sky model or new line catalogue. If there is a time
when these technology becomes more and more accessible
to the consumer vibe, then which one would be accessible,
what would they do, how would they change, what would
it mean for this catalogue to sell these products, what it
means for society, or office, or workplace, these objects
been worn or used by employees or employers. So, that’s
a bit of a science project for me. Tim found it complicated
because we can only go so far, so we did research and
we did this catalogue, fictional, but we didn’t make any
objects. It was a really fun project, it was feeding into this
massive project within this human rights organization.
That was a really fun project and I felt like my knowledge
was being applied into the most specific research project.

—

This interview has been edited for length and clarity
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Flags of America (2014)

WHAT
IF
AMERICA?

134

PROJECTS

What is the role of The United
Nations in the future? Are they
actually effective? What do they
actually do in the present day in
accordance to their Charter?
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You have 3 options:

2. Any citizen/permanent resident can identify
with the 50 states (represented by 50 stars on a
blue square that will be placed on the top left of
the flag composition) placed behind their flag of
choice, signifying that they live in America but
choose to identify first with a different nationality
as their main culture.

Flag of Thailand
combined with 50
stars on the American
flag in front.

Individual flags
Type 2
3 x 5 feet
Flag of Thailand
combined with 50
stars on the American
flag in the back.

PROJECTS

1. Any citizen/permanent resident can identify
first with the 50 states (represented by 50 stars
on a blue square that will be placed on the top left
of the flag composition) in front of their flag of
choice; signifying primary allegiance to America
while also identifying their subculture.

Individual flags
Type 1
3 x 5 feet

Individual flags
Type 3
3 x 5 feet

3. Any citizen/permanent resident can identify
a personal flag with the original 13 colonies of
America (represented by 13 stripes). Signifying
equal amounts of allegiance to their country of
choice and the founding principles of America.
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Flag of Thailand
combined with
the red stripes.
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Flags of America (2014)
Individual flags
3 x 5 feet each

PROJECTS

570 flags total. Only countries
with relations to the United
States (with —American listed
in the census) are created.

In the near future, all American citizens and permanent residents
are required to identify their sub-nationalities due to the blurring
of national borders and identities.
Flags of America speculates on the future of personal
identity and nationality in terms of individuals and how the
government classifies them. Terms such as Japanese-American,
German-American, and Korean-American have become part
of everyday life, but what happens when we start identifying
ourselves as parts of a whole instead of as one, emphasizing our
differences in culture and origin? The project is the fragmented
iterations of the American flag combined with flags of other
countries in the world—either those that have experienced
American presence and occupation, or those listed within the
U.S. census. Countries without any affiliation, population, or
experiencing any expedition from and by the United States are
not included within the list of flags that can be chosen.
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

National Geotactics (2015)

WHAT IS
A MAGAZINE
THAT PROMOTES
RUNNING AWAY
FROM OUR
PROBLEMS?
146

PROJECTS

National Geotactics is a response to the
latest issue of National Geographic which
contained the article The article defines
clearly a line between believers and nonbelievers of science. National Geotactics
is a magazine doesn’t distinguish between
one or two parties, but instead focuses on
the problems humanity accepts in order to
live day to day.
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National Geotactics
8 x 10 inches
Cover of the reimagined issue.
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National Geotactics is the official monthly magazine of National
Space Agency. It has been published continuously since the
first issue in 2018, the year the asteroid Aphosis was determined
that it would impact Earth in 2068. It primarily contains articles
fostering the idea of leaving of moving on towards creating a
new utopia and culture on another planet, leaving all the previous
problems on earth. The magazine feature numerous ads about
leaving our problems behind. It is available through print
and online.
The magazine emphasizes ways in which humanity can
evade all problems, by leaving them behind to be someone else’s
problem. The magazine is not about Liberals vs. Republicans,
or the scientific and non-scientific beliefs. It’s about the notion
people take for granted. The act of escaping from our problems
without acknowledging them, the advertisements within the
magazine are compromises people choose to live with. The idea
that even if people believe in global warming, they can still drive
around cars and be all for mass-production of food and other
issues. The content contained within will be about the duality
that we choose live with but does not acknowledge them.

PROJECTS

National Geotactics (2015)
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PROJECTS

E N T E R N OW
National Geotactics Spread

PROJECTS

Ads spread. arma by Jamar
Bromley
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National Geotactics Spread

PROJECTS

Index page with ads.
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PROJECTS
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PROJECTS
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Outer Haven (2015)

WHAT IS
A COMPANY
THAT SPECIALIZES
IN SELLING
UNDERVALUED
PROPERTY?

PROJECTS

The idea came about when I
was reading about homes in
perfectly good condition, but
deserted or abanedoned due to
financial troubles (in places such
as Detroit.) What will it take for
people to start living in these
sectors again? Does it take some
encouragement and possibility
along with low-costs for these
homes? How does one encourage
people to move away from the
center of urbanization?
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Houses that are in range from
a large scale nuclear bomb.

Houses that are within range
of all nuclear strikes.

Outer Haven (2015)
The project is about a fictional company, selling homes outside
possible nuclear blast radius of major cities within the world,
encouraging people to live in non-urban areas.
The catalyst for the project was prompted by what I saw in
abandoned homescapes outside a metropolitan area in cities such
as Detroit. The question that comes up is what will it take for
people to move towards unpopular area? Is that idea may as well
be the risk of nuclear strike? What kind of cause does it take to
encourage people to move to a cheaper and livable areas?

PROJECTS

Icons for houses that are not
in range of a nuclear bomb.

Individual Posters
18 x 24 inches
Advertising the map area and
the individual advertisement
for the undervalued property.
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PROJECTS

Different panels and ads for different location
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PROJECTS
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INTERVIEW

Interview
with
Lauren Alexander
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The X-Factor (2010)
Text and visuals by Foundland

Text and visuals by Foundland
Extracts and observations on Facebook during
a national uprising.
“The “profile picture” was used as the most
evident way to align Facebook users with a
political side. Users could emphasise their
alignment with the regime by posing on their

profile as Bashar al-Assad himself, or as the
supporting the resistance, often indicated with
the use of images of famous Syrian leaders from
the past. The flag, took on a specific symbolic
and dynamic meaning as a profile picture.
Changing elements like an enlarged red stripe
indicated recent violent activities. The flag
became a moving barometer and illustration
of current unfolding events.”

INTERVIEW

For the December issue of Open magazine,
we chose to develop a series of visuals which
investigates the connection between reality TV
and populism in an international context. We
present a speculative set of power playing cards
as visual investigation. The idea of combining

playing cards, political branding imagery and that
of reality TV, refers to the fleeting way in which
strategies are ‘played’ to momentarily win public
popularity. The full text will be available for
download on our website soon.

Facebook: A Revolutionary Tool? (2011)
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http://foundland.info/
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Foundland Collective (established 2009) is comprised of the artist/
designers Ghalia Elsrakbi and Lauren Alexander. Foundland focuses on
a critical analysis of topics related to political and locational branding
through visual and written forms.
Foundland’s work has been shown in exhibitions and festivals
including Kadist Art Foundation, Paris (2012), Impakt Festival, Utrecht
(2011, 2012), BAK, Utrecht (2012), and Visual Arts Festival Damascus,
Istanbul (2013). They have given master classes and lecture presentations
at Studium Generale ArtEZ, Arnhem, de Appel for Sandberg Institute,
Amsterdam, Royal Academy of Arts, The Hague, Gerrit Rietveld
Academie, Amsterdam and at the Athens Biennial 2013. They have
contributed essays and visuals to international journals such as Open
Magazine (The Netherlands), Krisis Magazine (Italy), Esse Magazine
(Canada) and Ibraaz,Middle East online journal. In 2013, they completed
an artist residency at the Townhouse Gallery in Cairo and in summer
2014 were awarded Edge of Arabia’s first artist residency in the USA, in
partnership with Art Jameel and ISCP, Brooklyn, New York City.
Lauren Alexander (1983, Cape Town, ZAR) completed a BA Graphic
Design at the University of Stellenbosch in South Africa, followed by a
Masters in Design at the Sandberg Institute. In 2009 she pursued an MFA
at the Dutch Art Institute in Arnhem. She is member of the tutoring staff
at the Royal Academy of Arts in the Hague.
Interviewed on March 18, 2015
In regards to Foundland’s practice of
politically active graphic design within
and out of the gallery context.
Lauren: Did you see the visual essay that we’ve made?
Other than the scarf (of various projects made into
a scarf format)?

Lauren:The scarf, there’s not that much online. There’s
more images on Facebook, actually. We don’t always
update the website, there’s quite a few more. The
Destination Paradise is one scarf in a series of four, from
the show called Never Never Land (2015), basically looking
at how humor in the Middle East is used as a way to deal
with the situation or how one of the other works; on the
show was by Arwan Al Mimi, and she was looking at the
space in Saudi Arabia. Completely de-veiled woman, and
how woman are going to all the riots but they’re propheted
like they’re not allowed to scream or make a noise. She

was photographing the weird relation between East and
West of fun and light and strange amusement attraction
versys cultural censorship, and how this is a clash of the
two worlds. The idea behind the series of scarf came from
another project that we did, from the Journey to Ard Al
Amal (2012) project. We were looking at different cartoons
characters and how they’re used online by activists. How
activists take on the like of the Jungle Book.
How is your work generally perceived?
Lauren: We spent three months in the US last summer.
It was productive, but there certainly is a difference in
speculative design in how these things are perceived.
In the US and in Europe and it’s certainly something
which you need to take into consideration when you are
mentioning all these people you are talking about (within
my document, one being Metahaven.) Is that something
that you realize?
Yes, that it’s pretty much based in Europe and here
(in the USA) it hasn’t quite caught on yet. I think it’s
starting to and it’s prevalent for sure. People are always
questioning it. I see in certain projects such as the
Facebook, Facebook: A Revolutionary Tool (2001), and
The X-factor (2010) project. There’s certainly a bit of
humor in it, could you speak a little about that and how
humor does to your work?
Lauren: It’s nice and visual. I think if we had to be
commissioned now, it would be quite different. There’s
another example of a visual essay that we did that’s a more
updated version. We were more concerned with visual
aesthetics, which is nice. Now it’s more about forming our
own ideas about things and observations and things that
we see. We were formally boxed as graphic designers but
now a lot of people say we are artists. They think you make
logos all day long. There’s definitely some humor in these
images (within our project). Sometimes, these propaganda
are so ridiculous that it blows your mind that it could even
be real. I think that what our projects have in common
is that they are drawn from a collection of imagery. The
X-factor project looks at political representation and the
branding of political parties and personalities, to the sort of
branding and ideology behind reality TV.
What’s the difference in the scope of design practice?

in South Africa. I have a lot of friends who work in
advertising. Design from a commercial perspective in
Amsterdam are producing work that for a US audience
will seem quite artsy in a commercial sense. It’s definitely
less focused on hard sell like I think you have in the US.
I’m quite fascinated by American advertising because it is
so in your face. I’ve found that if I watch TV there I was
quite surprised, how radical it is sometimes. Celebrity
endorsements and stuff you don’t see here. From a
commercial design perspective, here it’s very much quite
simplified, simple use of design, less bling. The actual
advertising you see on TV can be quite conceptual but it’s
also not so special. Then you get a small branch of graphic
design, which you’re trying to tap into. I teach at a design
school, I teach this kind of a way of design research, using
your tools as a designer to broaden your field instead
of narrowing it down to its typography or layout you
really broaden and open yourself up to be exposed to
journalism to film to art. The projects that we do are quite
experimental, with a strong social, political backdrop
asking why we are doing this and what is the point. It
comes from a dissolution from design service as a selling
industry.
Certainly, from what I saw in the US, people are not
daring to step out of that. Here (in the Netherlands), you
have a little more freedom in a sense that maybe it’s not so
expensive, that social security could help you, you have a
lot of funding for the arts. That is also a big difference that
you have less of a struggle, but it’s also quite expensive to
live here. I think people work less, in general. This branch
of design that people are mentioning as something else,
such as Metahaven, are the forerunners of this movement.
There were people in the past like Jan Van Toorn, who
would’ve been the predecessors of people like Metahaven
but do very much concerned with expressing their own
opinion within the work that they were doing. A lot of
the work we are producing is the context of art, it’s not
embracing design, there are people like Metahaven who
are considered to be in the design context, but for us it’s a
little bit different. I wouldn’t make a mistake of blanketing
Europe as a paradise for this kind of work because it’s
still a struggle to get by. I’m very careful with pushing my
students in a specific direction. When you finish studying,
you need to find your way, find jobs, and find what your
interest is. Our work we are doing is something that we do
besides teaching. It’s not something that we’re completely
dependent on for our income. It’s teaching and also
freelance, for an art gallery and art school publicity work.

INTERVIEW

Interview #3: Lauren Alexander of Foundland

Lauren: Both Ghalia and I have worked in advertising

This interview has been edited for length and clarity
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WHAT IS A
TYPEFACE THAT
CORRESPONDS
TO EACH
TYPE OF
GOVERNMENT?
176

PROJECTS

Types of Government (2015)

177

Types of Government (2015)
Passports are legal presentations of an individual, while these
passport of different government types are created from a citizens’
point of view. A future speculation on identity and ideological
passport for a group of countries, each typeface corresponds to a
different type of governmental system.
The catalyst for the project is the question, how does one’s
language and character represents one’s world view or political
outlook? How can individual letters resemble different political
beliefs and its citizens? This project builds a world and types of
government out of typefaces.

PROJECTS

Individual Passports for each
individual governmental system
M being Monarchy
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PROJECTS

Democratic typeface in use within a
United States of Democracy passport.
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DEMOCRACY
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Democracy built out of stars for America.

Democracy built out of circle for actual equal rights.

Autocracy
Autocratic typeface with
descending weight shift for the
trickle down power structure.

Democracy built out of arrows for super-progressive democracy.

DEMOCRACY
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a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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Democracy with fences due to fear of outside influence.

DEMOCRACY

socialistic typeface with an equal
amount of space for each letters

PROJECTS

Democracy downwards due to increasingly not-so-equal rights.

socialism
but no uppercase to emphasize the
equal sharing of space.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! @ $ & * ( ) [ ] . , ; : ! ?

Democracy out of $ due to being influenced by $.

DEMOCRACY
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a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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Democracy built out of pillars due to uncompromising democracy.

DEMOCRACY

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! @ $ & * ( ) [ ] . , ; : ! ?

Democracy upwards due to slowly progressing democracy.
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Monarchy
Monarchy typeface with refined
uppercase and low x-height for
commoners.
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Essays
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DE FI N I N G T H E S P E C U L A T I O N

WHAT IS
SPECULATIVE
DESIGN?

187

All Possible Futures (2014)
by John Sueda

SP E CU L ATIV E DE SIG N

SPECULATIVE is also a derivative
from speculum (mirror) and
speculari (to look in or by means
of the mirror). The speculative,
then, is evidently a relationship
of mirroring.

My definition of “Speculative Design” is a method for framing the
documentation of a “What If” condition. What if content could
evolve or move into an unexpected direction that is not derived from
reality? How can a document be self-reflexive without showing the
actual content it is depicting? Speculative design has the possibility
to change and put that notion to question; to create projects that
raise questions about the very subject being explored and to put it
into existence by fictionalizing them.
As an entry point, the experience of a speculative design
needs a relative reference point in current reality. The entry point,
which could be anything in the news media, is then combined
with exaggerated visions, the “unreal” or fictionalized element,
of futuristic projection or image created by framing the topics in
a different setting. By situating the content in the near future,
projections of what the entry point could become are provided.
The unreal is an indication of how far off from reality the project
is. How much “reality” exists within each project can be shifted
accordingly. The project can resemble reality and be set in the
near future, placing itself into a commentary or critical state such
as Flags of America. The setting can also be a far off vision, more

DE FI N I N G T H E S P E C U L A T I O N

[Jon Sueda referring to Peter Bilak’s project
of a program making typeface choices
on its own] “not allowing technological
limitations to interrupt his concepts. Instead
of offering the client a pragmatic solution –
in other words, starting with a compromise
based on what was possible – his proposal
created yet another problem, a speculation
on what an identity could be, based on some
future condition.”5

5. Sueda, John. All Possible Futures.
London: Bedford Press, 2014. 5.
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All Possible Futures (2014),
pg. 66-67. Image courtesy
Bedford Press.

like Dunne and Raby’s work, depending on the purpose and the
question that the project raises. Speculative design is part of a
methodology to bring relevancy to these issues and the way design
itself is formed in order to be noticeable.
Speculative Design does not necessary imbuing the audience
with new knowledge, but prodding them to think twice about
what they already know. When the common theme and tropes are
modified and altered, the experience reaches the extreme point
that they become visible. By doing so, the speculative can critically
challenge all issues so that they become the forefront of our
attention and give us a second look into the current state of mind,
and remind the audience of their perception of reality.

“By accepting the possibility of leaving a design
open ended, by up to a point not finishing it, the
designer not only leaves room for the recipient’s
and reader’s own interpretation of the
message... The design now suggests that this is
how things might be – it opens a dialogue about
the way it itself functions in the communication
process of which it is a part.”6

DE FI N I N G T H E S P E C U L A T I O N

All Possible Futures (2014),
pg. 86-87. Image courtesy
Bedford Press.

Speculative Design aims to ask questions about what things
can be; by designing with the intention to instigate and cause
debate. This alternative experience created through this method is
important because it offers more possibilities to the imagination,
instead of something that has happened, it becomes something that
could happen. The ability to exemplify the notion of normality in
order to make the audience see more about the reality and the world
they live in, by showing possible alternatives; to acknowledge the
existence of things by presenting them as a speculation on reality,
that they exist, and that they can and should become part of our
reality. Changing the context of the project from a knowledge with
experience, to a knowledge without experience.
6. Quote from Max Bruinsma. Sueda,
John. All Possible Futures. London:
Bedford Press, 2014.32.
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M E T H O DO L O G Y

AGAINST
SPECULATION?
in response to MOMA’s Design and Violence article
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AG AINST SP E CU L ATIO N

On the Museum of Modern Art’s Design and Violence
webpage within the discussion section, John Thackara’s
commentary on Burton Nitta’s project “Republic of
Salivation” includes a polarizing discussion that occurred,
arguing for and against the practice of speculative design
projects. The main argument against speculative design is
the fact that the “solution” or “question” it provides does
not contain any references to scientific study, but simply a
pontification of an unrealistic worldview.
The criticism of speculative design is that it is a
privileged practice for Caucasian first-world designers
hailed from Northern Europe. The problems depicted are
almost always never about the less fortunate but almost
always for the extremely privileged. The assumption is that
designers working on such projects must only suffer from
first-world problems. The main detractions of speculative
design (noted within the comments as “SCD”) stated that
it is a shallow investigation and does not achieve anything
politically or socially.
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The Republic of Salivation starts with the food shortages
and famine we will face in the future. Governments will
be forced to ration food through restricted food policies to
ensure that everyone is fed and to control social unrest.
Inhabitants of the city are allocated a quota of food
according to their employment.
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The assumption of being SCD “designerly” is up for
debate. Design practice should not be limited to solving
problems. Are people from the developing world not allowed
to write sci-fi stories because their imagination take away
from what is real, taking attention and focus away from the
problems at hand? Currently, the only speculative design
“privilege” being practiced is located within academia.
However, once that model becomes successful, the
possibilities can move on to the greater public. How much
responsibility does a designer have in procuring social
change? The argument for design that should depict the
collective sense of how and where “we should be going” in
the future and “how to get there” is a good notion, but the
responsibility of solving that problem should not lie with
only with design individuals. The act of “structuring a social
situation” by ways of changing political status-quo requires
more than a singular effort. If voting in a democratic society
cannot change the status-quo in an efficient manner, then
how fast of an action can design take to start restructuring a
social norms and change society?
As a graduate student in art school who came from a
developing country, SCD as a practice offers an appealing
way to practice graphic design. The definition of the word
“design,” within a country such as Thailand, has always
been defined as an act of solving a formal or surface
problem. Speculative design gives the power to the designer
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time for the sake of formal and relevancy of its content.
The work can be topical issues that are currently thinking
about or preoccupied with. The most important aspect
of speculative design is that it has the possibility to grab
the attention of the general public, and expand the
awareness of the profession.
—
Original article and comments taken from
http://designandviolence.moma.org/republic-of-salivation-michael-burton-and-michiko-nitta/
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as a social critic, to voice an opinion. Through design, we
can share the possibilities and the personal opinion with the
public as ways to inspire or question the social implications
of issues to which we are concerned. The “privilege” to
practice speculative graphic design should be considered as
an open possibility to widen the field instead of an extreme
privilege to exercise personal imagination.
What is the directive of speculative design? I would
like to reference back to sci-fi novels and films, within their
21st century incarnation. The way they are widely read
and viewed by the general public. The ability of the audience
to fully recognize the undertones and message of a scientific
fiction setting is up for debate. Nevertheless, when allegory
to the contemporary society is available, the films put
themselves in the position of a critic, pointing towards
a present context through their references. The popularity
of modern sci-fi films acts as a blueprint for speculative
design. The alternative world is already out there, it just
seems that the field still cannot grasp the concept of what is
simply fiction in other media.
The act of design should not be limited to a discussion
among designers and design critics alone. Graphic design,
as a discipline, is not well noticed or understood by the
general public. Concepts such as layout and typographic
treatments are often not prominent. The work it creates will
almost always be only temporary, lasting for only a limited

7. Quotes from Daniel Van Der
Velden’s Research and Destroy
Blauvelt, Andrew. Graphic Design:
Now in Production. Minneapolis, MN:
Walker Art Center ;, 2011.
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A Compendium
of
Precedents

A C O M P E N DI U M O F P R E C E DE N T S

“By moving away from the polar extremes of
futurism and naturalism, a world of aesthetic
and communicative possibility becomes
available for speculative design. But to exploit
this freedom, designers will need to accept
the fictional nature of design speculations
and, rather than trying to convince the viewer
that their ideas are “real,” learn to enjoy the
unreality of speculation and the aesthetic
opportunities it creates.”8

A Collection
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From the 60s radical architecture movement, an italian architecture
firm, Superstudio, created drawings of megastructures that spans
across cities, natural landscapes, continents, and urban environment.
These drawings are created as exaggerated visions of the future as a
response to their field. In which globalization and the authorship of
architecture takes over the creative process.

AR CHITE CTU R E

I initially witnessed “Speculative Design” within the
projects of Italian radical architecture in the 1960s. The
radical architecture movement consists of the creation of
a fictional narratives and an entire world created simply
through sketches of megastructures with radical Italian
architecture firms Superstudio and Archizoom. Both studios
created works that questioned the practice of architecture
itself by creating conceptual sketches of the future without
built structures, simply through sketches and drawings.
These studios conceived their projects as “not design that
will actually be built but rather as a theoretical statement.”9
Superstudio and Archizoom posits their projects as
exaggerated visions of the future, making structures and
idealized urban planning through drawings and sketches,
as a reaction to the field of architecture itself.

8. Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby.
Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction, and
Social Dreaming. Boston: MIT Press, 2013.
134.
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Continuous Monument (1969)
by Superstudio

9. Van Der Ley, Sabrina, and Markus
Richter.Megastructure reloaded : visionare
Stadtentwurfe der Sechzigerjahre reflektiert
von zeitgenossischen Kunstlern = Visionary
architecture and urban design of the
sixties reflected by contemporary artists.
Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2008. 211.
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Continuous Monument (1969)
by Superstudio
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“The two utopias should
thus, not be understood
as visions anticipating
the future, but rather
as critical theories of
the built and imaginary
architectures of modern
society. The rhetorical
figure applied in this
critique is irony.”10

No-Stop City (1970)
by Archizoom
No-Stop City is an imagined
blueprint of the city, and endless
area of continuous activity,
a society without lapses. A
reaction to an ongoing trend in
Architecture of the 60s that aims
to constantly build new forms of
production without question, a
radical take on the model of the
supermarket where everything
you need and everything you
don’t need exists, an endless
aisle of option and choices, yet
still contained within one type
of space.
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As a reaction against the superficial and constant production of
architecture practice in the 1960s, Superstudio and their project,
Continuous Monument (1970), propose the concept that people of
the future will live in one giant conntected megastructure as a
response to rapid globalization. Superstudio calls this concept
“desegno unico,” a design issued from a single gesture that covers
all of the surfaces.
Archizoom and Superstudio’s respective outputs do not
simply relate to architectural concepts, but also different facets of
daily life such as furniture, clothing, lighting and air-conditioning.
Both studios pave the way for an architectural practice without an
actual building, but through a theoretical sketch and conceptual
creations. Objects and technology can depict a future, but it’s also
the setting and context that becomes the catalyst for a speculative
vision, a self-reflexive form of protest against the field in which
they practice.
10. Van Der Ley, Sabrina, and Markus
Richter.Megastructure reloaded : visionare
Stadtentwurfe der Sechzigerjahre reflektiert
von zeitgenossischen Kunstlern = Visionary
architecture and urban design of the
sixties reflected by contemporary artists.
Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2008. 211.
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No-Stop City (1970)
by Archizoom

A C O M P E N DI U M O F P R E C E DE N T S

No-Stop City is an imagined
blueprint of the city, and endless
area of continuous activity,
a society without lapses. A
reaction to an ongoing trend in
Architecture of the 60s that aims
to constantly build new forms of
production without question, a
radical take on the model of the
supermarket where everything
you need and everything you
don’t need exists, an endless
aisle of option and choices, yet
still contained within one type
of space.
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Project Japan manifesto—Metabolist
The Archipelago has run out of space: mostly
mountainous, the surfaces fit for settlement
are subdivided in microscopic, centuries old
patchworks of ownership
Earthquakes and tsunamis make all construction
precarious; urban concentrations such as
Tokyo and Osaka are susceptible to potentially
devastating wipeouts

Clusters in the Air (1960)
by Metabolists group

Post-World War II Japanese Architectural group
Metabolist, famous for their 1970s Osaka World Expo, also
redefined the profession of architecture through their work.
One of the founding members, Kenzo Tange, stated that they
aim for the “reinforcement of the social status of the profession,
the credibility of design, and the reinvention of the architect.”11
The claim is that architecture as a profession in Japan, relies too
much on the availability of “land” and that the geographical
and weather conditions of Japan are precarious enough that
architects need to look for alternatives. Their strategy is to
consider every surface, both land and air, as an actual space that
can be built upon. Their project imagined a futuristic setting and
conditions in order to place their structures into future context.
Unlike Superstudio and Archizoom, these structures were often
physically constructed. Architect Rem Koolhaas has described
the Metabolist movement itself as “anti-contextual” and
“architecture in the future has to exist independent of context.
Beyond social context, beyond the implication of the whole
movement.”12 They imagined a futuristic setting and conditions
as a reason for their buildings to exist.

Marine City, Hawaii (1971)
by Kikutake—Metabolists group
The Hawaii Marine City would
be located five kilometers
from Waikiki beach, and would
contain and exhibition plaza,
hotel, and university.

Floating City (1958)
by Metabolists group
Proposal for plugged units for
a structure that can extend into
the air

AR CHITE CTU R E —L im it ed Audience
The aforementioned Architectural groups and movements used
their projects as a reaction and reflection of the profession they
practiced. However, one should question how aware the general
public was to the relevancy and struggle they were fighting
against. Is it simply limited to what is going on within architecture
or the world at large? How can movements such as these gain
awareness within the public sphere instead of being in the closet
of architecture? How much does public opinion and awareness
matter in such a critical discussion of the field at large? Radical
architecture’s body of work, with the exception of Metabolists,
struggled against the contemporary issue that defines their field
of architecure, their practice tries to go against or beyond the very
definition of what was contemporary at the time in order to
create new possibilities of output for the field.

11. Koolhaas, Rem, and Hans Ulrich Obrist.
Project Japan: Metabolism Talks--. Köln:
TASCHEN GmbH, 2011. 13.
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Modern technology and design offer possibilities
for transcending Japan’s structural weakness, but
only if they are mobilized systematically, almost
militaristically, searching for solutions in every
direction: on the land, on the sea, in the air…

12. Ibid. 51.
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The closest example to radical architecture within graphic
design is Metahaven’s Sealand (2004). Metahaven created
an entire identity based on a fictional country of Sealand.
The identity collateral such as passport, pins, and currency,
legitimizes Sealand as a nation, creating a made-up
sovereignty reward the country—as the elements that
defines a country are the graphically designed objects,
legitimizing them as governmental ephemeras. Through the
concept of designing a fictional identity, Metahaven created
a fictional identity of a country embedded with history,
values, beliefs.13 The project, remains to this day, one of the
most prevailing and well-known example of a completely
fictional identity. It is to be noted that Metahaven did not
singlehandedly create the logistics of Sealand themselves.
They were supported by researchers and institutions that
assisted them with necessary information to do so.

A C O M P E N DI U M O F P R E C E DE N T S

Sealand (2004)
by Metahaven

13. “Meta Haven: Sealand Identity Project.”
Meta Haven: Sealand Identity Project.
http://sealand.janvaneyck.nl/ (accessed
May 9, 2014).
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Artissima Art Fair (2011)
by Sara De Bondt

Other examples within graphic design includes exhibitions such
as Julia Born’s Title of Show (2008), Peter Bilak’s Graphic Design
in the White Cube (2010), and John Sueda’s All Possible Futures
(2014). All Possible Futures features speculative, rejected, and selfgenerated work was created for a fictional setting. It highlights
the possibilities and potential of graphic design. The exhibition
considers the very definition of “proposals” or design pitches often
done in a design to client meeting as a “What If” project as well,
allowing it to includes unfinished projects as complete works.
However, the definition and boundaries of the exhibition are free
and loosely tied, and are open to interpretation about what kind
of criticism or promotion these works are trying to make. It could
be interpreted as a designer-centric point of view to display work
professional clients do not agree with, which is similar to most
speculative design projects in other fields when the creator dictates
their own narrative and direction of the work.
All Possible Futures, the
Exhibition (2014)
by Jon Sueda
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14. Graphic Birdwatching, Sandra
and Julia. “Sara de Bondt: The Office
of Statistics.” . https://typotalks.
com/london/blog/2012/10/19/sarade-bondt-the-office-of-statistics/
(accessed May 10, 2014).
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Another example of the use of speculative methodology Sara De
Bondt’s design for the Identity of Artissima 18 art fair in Turin,
where in-depth statistical information about the fair itself was
chosen as content. The content had to act the main display graphics
within the exhibition. De Bondt’s studio created an artificial
company to display data, based on information from recent and
past Artissima Art fairs, using simple graphics of charts and graphs
combined with playful information. The information was presented
to the public on posters, invites, flyers, and on the facade of the
venue. Information is revealed in unusual ways. Visitors of
the fair have been very interested in understanding and reading
the offered information, and enabled a vivid interaction.14 The
project is not a rendition of the future, it simply took one fictional
element by creating a company in order to create more of a live
experience instead of being just a simple recording and showing
of facts in a straightforward manner for the sake of entertainment
and interaction.
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As a self-reflexive investigation of graphic design and
its context within the gallery space often occupied by art projects,
Peter Bilak’s Graphic Design in the White Cube (2006) both questions
and exhibits graphic design in a gallery setting. The premise of the
show is to question the idea of graphic design situated in a gallery.
Graphic design output placed out of its’ environment, ceases to
retain its function since they become a work contained in a place
it does not belong. The show’s exhibited work is composed of
nineteen designers who designed posters advertising the show,
creating work specifically to be shown in a gallery, with the content
advertising for the show itself. The speculative setting here situates
itself in a show that exists for itself, also pointing to the act of metaexhibition by being critical of both graphic design and questioning
its compatibility in a gallery space.
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15. Kunst. “Julia Born. INFORM.
Preis für konzeptionelles Gestalten
2008.” GFZK Leipzig Website
RSS. http://www.gfzk-leipzig.
de/?p=1009&lang=en (accessed May
10, 2014).

Peter Bilak’s Graphic Design in the White Cube (2006)
both questions and exhibits graphic design in a gallery setting.
The premise of the show is to question the idea of graphic design
situated in a gallery. Graphic design output placed out of its’
environment, ceases to retain its function since they become a
work contained in a place it does not belong. The show’s exhibited
work is composed of nineteen designers who designed posters
advertising the show, creating work specifically to be shown in
a gallery, with the content advertising for the show itself. The
speculative setting here situates itself in a show that exists for itself,
also pointing to the act of meta-exhibition by being critical of both
graphic design and questioning its compatibility in a gallery space.
Julia Born and Lauren Brunner’s graphic design collaboration
Title of the Show (2008) also explores graphic design in relationship
to the gallery. Title of the Show uses the catalogue for the show
itself to display the content on the exhibition. Each spread of the
catalogue is blown up to fit the content of the wall, and in the
same way, the picture documenting the blown up catalogue is
also inside the catalogue. The Title of the Show itself is used as
a reference for a work that has yet to be defined, making it a pure
graphic container, examining the medium of the exhibition and
the accompanying catalogue and questioning creation precedes
the other.15
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Graphic Design in the White
Cube (2011)
by Peter Bilak

Title of the Show (2004)
by Julia Born and Laurenz Brunner
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Title of the Show (2004)
by Julia Born and Laurenz Brunner
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“Design is debate among opposing views
about such matters as technology, practical
life, the place of emotion and expression
in the living environment.”16
Speculative design can often be associated with the term
“critical design” in the context of graphic and industrial
design practices. In Ramia Maze’s The Reader (2009), she
describes the three main methods of critical design: the
first being how designers can be self-aware or reflexive
about their own practice; the method is being able to
critically to challenge or change traditions and paradigms
within their discipline, a meta-level of investigation or
promotion of the field (of graphic design)17;the third level
of criticality is for designers to address pressing issues
within society, such as social and political cause. In
practice, the three criticalities that designers can aspire
to is about their personal (professional approach), practice
(graphic design as a discipline), and public sphere (sociopolitical issues that are relevant).
Engaging within these criticalities is important, as a
self-reflexive exploration limits the amount of possibilities
of what design can do. If design is done only through a
reflexive manner then the subject simply becomes appealing
to a small group of people who are already aware of the
issues within the profession itself. The projects then become
16. Mazé, Ramia. (2009) ‘Critical of
What? / Kritiska mot vad?’, in M.
Ericson, et al. (eds) Iaspis Forum on
Design and Critical Practice – The
reader. Berlin: Sternberg Press
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so mirrored that they result in an endless loop of selfreference. The design exploration needs to appeal to a wider
audience instead of designers to raise the profession to be
more than just designing for products and solving problems.
This is where speculative design becomes useful, to engage
and address pressing issues without being didactic. Political
context is important in a work, as it becomes a relatable
element in which most viewers can engage. As design critic
Richard Buchanan stated, the ability of design “comes
through arguments presented in things rather than words”
because there is seldom a single solution to a problem in
human affairs dictated by the laws of nature, they do not
provide necessary solutions.”18 Design is a method to solve
problems and record factual information, but it should also
encourage various possibilities for seeing multiple states of
what the world could become.

17. Buchanan, Richard. “Declaration
by Design: Rhetoric, Argument, and
Demonstration in Design Practice.”
Design Issue. no. 1 (1985): 4-22.
htttp://www.jstor.org/stable/1511524
(accessed March 13, 2014).

18. Buchanan, Richard. “Declaration
by Design: Rhetoric, Argument, and
Demonstration in Design Practice.”
Design Issue. no. 1 (1985): 4-22.
htttp://www.jstor.org/stable/1511524
(accessed March 13, 2014).
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The role of speculative design within industrial design
is more clearly defined. As a practice of making practical
objects, the objects are more noticeable in comparison to
a formerly print based medium such as Graphic design.
The modern speculative design movement is spearheaded by
the Interaction Design program at the Royal College of Art,
run by designers Dunne & Raby. Their project, United Micro
Kingdom, Digiland (2013), and their Speculative Everything
(2013) manifesto were also my first encounter of speculative
design in a contemporary context. The manifesto clearly
defines a world of what design has the possibility to do,
which is to question instead of giving an answer.

“Even nonviable alternatives, as long as they
are imaginative, are valuable and serve as
inspiration to imagine one’s own alternatives.
Speculative design can be a catalyst for this:
it can inspire imagination and a feeling that,
if not exactly anything, more is definitely
possible. Speculative design contributes to
the reimagining not only of reality itself but
also our relationship to reality.”19

Digiland (2013)
by Dunne & Raby
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Speculative Everything (2013)
by Dunne & Raby

19. Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby.
Speculative Everything: Design,
Fiction, and Social Dreaming. Boston:
MIT Press, 2013. 161.
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Speculative Everything Manifesto
(2013) by Dunne & Raby
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What Dunne & Raby outlined within Speculative
Everything (2013) set a replicable boundaries for my projects
and a framework for my thesis. Section [A] of the manifesto
describes what design is perceived in the present moment,
all the known responsibilities and what the public would
see as a traditional design notion. Dunne & Raby’s section,
within section [B] is an antithesis to that notion of design
and outline what design can be by reverting most of the
definitions. My work utilizes an element of being critical of
the content and the medium of delivery in order to present
and renew a question for the audience, to create work
that hovers between the realistic vision and an unrealistic
vision. I am interested in improving perception of the
audience, to make it aware of the medium and the content
under consideration. The goal is to make the audience
rethink matters typically taken for granted, to gain a new
understanding of the subject being projected.
Projects such as United Micro Kingdom, Digiland
discard reality to extrapolate a future so distant that it does
not resemble anything from the contemporary world. The
project is a rendition of future society of Great Britain,
where each society has its own modes of transportation
and living conditions based on what philosophy it adheres
to. This is perhaps an antithesis to the very definition of
design itself, which fits with their manifesto. Any design
work that has the duality of serious/not serious, real/unreal
always captures the attention and brings what is considered
“normal” to the forefront by amplifying the abnormality.
These qualities are what attracted me to Dunne & Raby’s
idea of speculative design.
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Digicars (2013)
by Dunne & Raby

“I would call this almost a manifesto of where
he’s [Daniel Van Der Velden in his essay,
Research and Destroy] saying “designers need
to be doing more than just design.” That we
need to create a practice that is outputting
things that are other than design that could
be considered some kind of research or
investigation that contributes to culture in a
different way.”20
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20. “Paul Soulellis interviewed by
Christina Webb.” Paul Soulellis with
Christina Webb. Accessed March
3, 2015. http://htmloutput.risd.gd/
interview-soulellis/.

While Dunne & Raby’s work is certainly effective to put
forward the notion of speculative within the design field, it
is still relatively unknown to the general public or deemed
as ‘Art’ due to the nature of the project being supported
by higher learning institutions and shown in galleries.
Most practitioners in the field are from Royal College of Art
program, supported by academic institutions or galleries
to fund the work. As such, most of the work within the
speculative design does not exist outside the sphere of
academia, and is therefore unknown to the general public.
Speculative design can remove distraction, but it cannot
bring the unacknowledged, unseen, to the forefront if
attention was not given to the topic being critically dissected
by the project in the first place. The medium of delivery has
to be exposed to the general public instead of simply set in
a gallery setting. The work needs to find a way outside into
the world, which rarely happens in contemporary cases.
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Digiflags (2013)
by Dunne & Raby
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Dogville (2003)
by Lars Von Trier

Akira (1988)
by Katsuhiro Otomo
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The dystopian / utopian notion can be imagined through
all aspects of life that include technology and societal
values. Films like Akira (1988) and Ghost in the Shell (1995)
depict a dystopian future, where technological advances
both improve and diminish society at the same time.
These objects and settings are simply not visions of the
future, but their depictions also function as criticisms or
encouragement modern society. It’s the difference in what
is now and the speculative future and the variations from
the present situation that give us a rendering of what
society can become which then can be reflected back
into the present. My work does not necessary deal with
implications of technology, but it does take into account
the technological implications of tools and the audience’s
current awareness, placing my thesis much closer to the
present day than far off future.
The core of the speculative concept is the act of
designing a setting for a world, technology, and society
that does not yet exist. Using the traditional narrative
medium, these works tells a story. Lars Von Trier’s Dogville
(2003) tells a story that could be set anytime the past. The
story is predictable, but it is the setting that creates the
environment. It was filmed on a set made to look like
a stage play, where boundaries of houses are drawn with
chalk on the ground instead of built. The staging acts as
an acknowledgement of the audience’s ability to imagine

A C O M P E N DI U M O F P R E C E DE N T S

FIL MS
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a house simply through a drawn chalk borders. The house
is defined simply by a boundary and label drawn by white
outline and white text (set in a stencil-like form painted in
white, perhaps to depict the rural town aspect). Ultimately,
the representation of the setting was so universal that the
audience did not need to see the objects or architecture
to invest in the story. Wholly removing architecture, the
fashion and vehicles were kept to an ambiguous period
setting so that the audience can relate to the characters. The
movie created an effect where the audience became familiar
with the unfamiliar way of setting, referencing reality
enough, so that the context of the story is not lost. The film
within a film representation of a setting also appears in
Synecdoche, New York (2008), a film about a director trying
to create a stage production about real life. In his quest to
do so, he creates a set over a set over a set until eventually
it takes up the space of an entire fictional city. In the same
manner of radical architecture and self-reflexive graphic
design, the film is a meta investigation of film as a medium.
The reiteration of the setting until the audience gets that
it is being critical of both the film industry as a whole,
commenting on how films gets too large and complex, in
terms of production and the scope, results in the death of
the film before it was finished.
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Synecdoche, New York (2008)
by Charlie Kaufman

Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone complex (2002)
by Kenji Kamiyama
A rendition of the concept of cyberspace.
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Children of Men (2006)
by Alfonso Cuarón

“These films (Children of Men, District 9,
Never Let me Go) do the opposite of what
we argue for in physical fictions. They make
us believe even though we know they are
not real, which works because they are films
and we fully understand the rules before
we ever see them. This level of realism
applied to speculative design props or the
environments they belong to can confuse
reality and fiction in unproductive ways.
Viewers have different expectations for
design than they do for film. Because of this,
we believe it is more interesting to explore
new aesthetic possibilities for speculative
projects that signal their ambiguous status
as simultaneously real and unreal.”21
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FIL MS—For Wider Audience

All of the preceding examples utilize fictional narrative
as a way to be critical about issues in modern society.
All the projects cited were framed as the future possibility
of something that does not exist yet. However, that doesn’t
mean they abandon the past; they use it as a reference. In
order for design fiction to work, it needs to have a reference
point. The question is, should a speculative design project
be as scientifically accurate as possible in order to not be a
distortion of the truth? How much of a lie should they
District 9 (2008)
by Neill Blomkamp
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21. Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby.
Speculative Everything: Design,
Fiction, and Social Dreaming. Boston:
MIT Press, 2013. 131.
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Never Let Me Go (2010)
by Mark Romanek

Ultimately, films are the most successful out of all
the fields explored within, which are architecture, graphic
design, and industrial design. Film is the only medium
able to reach popular culture and the wider audience due
to cinema’s method of distribution and dissemination
instead of keeping the discussion within the niche circle
of designers. Radical architecture and current speculative
design are a often investigations about their respective
field that will not change any public perspective. Unless, it
starts picking up issues and turn that field into a part of the
popular culture; to move on to the bigger world and gain
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relevance without being contained within its own circles
of practitioners.
The questions designers in other fields have to ask
ourselves are: How can a self-reflexive investigation of
another field resemble the successful dissemination such
as film did? Do we keep the design definition and design
for what exists now, or design for what doesn’t exist?
Innovative results can often be yielded from designing
without limitations (of technological possibilities), but if it
can’t be done, can it be considered legitimate? Does it matter
if the work does not look real? The amount of believability
varies from project to project, but extrapolating reality will
only work successfully for a well-known issue, otherwise
no one would take notice in the first place. The work should
always be a prompt for the audience to think about the
implications of what they are seeing, not simply to stimulate
the imagination. Speculative design should be properly
used, not just in the gallery and art context to reveal and
give insights to audience who frequents galleries, but it
should be for everyone.

A C O M P E N DI U M O F P R E C E DE N T S

become? The number of facts and accuracies varies from
project to project due to its effectiveness. After all, the
emphasis is not on creating a documentary film, the act
of recording nonfiction documentation, but to create new
fictional situations. The job of design is to create a lie
convincing enough to get the viewer to perceive the work in
an intended manner.
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SP E CU L ATIV E DE SIG N ME THO DO L O G Y

My approach is similar to Dunne & Raby; to acknowledge
the need to raise questions and engage the audience even
after the work has been viewed. However, in contrast to
Dunne & Raby, my projects attempt to incorporate present
day situations in order to be critical about the situations
and the medium used to send the message. The issues are
extrapolated in a more direct matter-of-fact manner instead
of being set in the distant future. By setting the issues in a
near-future context, I can appeal to a wider audience instead
of niche group of designers in the field, or viewers who are
familiar with a sci-fi setting.
The use of a speculative design methodology can range
from fictional narrative, quantifying data, and the usage
of parody and satire. Speculative design often requires the
designer to make up and fictionalize the data involved.
This could be seen as an act of factual misrepresentation
if it was presented by a scientist. As designers, we can
reconstruct the way we frame the data through methods that
can legitimize what it is that we are saying. Methods such

M E T H O DO L O G Y

“The designer is his own client, who, like
Narcissus, admires himself in the mirror
of the design books and magazines, but
he is also the designer who does things
besides designing, and consequently
further advances his profession.”22

22. Quotes from Daniel Van Der
Velden’s Research and Destroy
Blauvelt, Andrew. Graphic Design:
Now in Production. Minneapolis, MN:
Walker Art Center ;, 2011.
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as quantification, are used due to the perception that when
things are quantified, they ‘appear’ to gain more legitimacy.
The legitimacy aspect of a fictional project is to create a
more convincing narrative if necessary. This quantification
also includes the method of creating ephemeras, or evidence
to support the projects. The level of how far to take the
project out of the context of reality is entirely dependent on
the content.

M E T H O DO L O G Y

“Humor is a very important but often misused
element in this kind of design. Satire is the
goal but often only parody and pastiche are
achieved. These reduce the effectiveness of
the design in a number of ways. Borrowing
from existing formats, they signal too
clearly that it is ironic and so relieve some
burden from the viewer. The viewer should
experience a dilemma: is it serious or not?
Real or not? For a critical design to be
successful viewers need to make up their
own mind. It would be very easy to preach:
a skillful use of satire and irony can engage
the audience in a more constructive way
by appealing to the imagination as well as
engaging the intellect.” 22

“The true investment is the investment
in design itself, as a discipline that
conducts research and generates
knowledge—knowledge that makes
it possible to seriously participate in
discussions that are not about design…”23

22. Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby.
Speculative Everything: Design,
Fiction, and Social Dreaming. Boston:
MIT Press, 2013. 40.
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23. Quotes from Daniel Van Der
Velden’s Research and Destroy
Blauvelt, Andrew. Graphic Design:
Now in Production. Minneapolis, MN:
Walker Art Center ;, 2011.
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Interview #4: Stuart Candy

Interviewed on April 16, 2015
Tim and Jessica pointed me towards
Stuart when I interviewed them. The
conversation is about (future) insights
on the notion of speculative or critical
design work.
What do you thinks is the role of design within
imagining future realities, other than making them.
Is there another role for design?
Stuart: Before we dive in on the question, could you
provide a little more context on what is it for? What are you
hoping to use the proceedings of these conversations for?
Framing the work, speculative designers, I know
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there’s a scope of how close you are to reality, just
extrapolating them completely out of touch with reality.
I would love to hear your opinion on that, the one closer
to future oriented science fiction or things that refers
more to the archaeology of where that thing comes
from?
Stuart: That’s topical, but in terms of use, are you writing
a paper, finishing a thesis, gathering information for your
own curiosity, what’s the intended context of deployment
for what we talk about today.
I’m just going to use (the conversation) to frame
my thesis.
Stuart: The .pdf that you sent me of samples of your work,
is that your draft thesis? portfolio? How does that fit in to
what you’ve described?
That was a draft written in the end of January, it has

since changed quite a bit, but the core of it is still
the same.
Stuart: If I can ask? What’s the bottom line of your thesis?
I’m trying to argue speculative design as a legitimate
way to practice, instead of being an endless
pontification of things. A lot of time, the feedback from
the general public is “Well, sure” and then we move
on, and it doesn’t quite register about why it’s useful.
I’m arguing for it being useful in the notion of new way
of design practice.
Stuart: That framing of “it’s legitimate” sounds almost a
bit defensive. Are you finding that people are disinclined to
think of it as legitimate?
They are (outside of academia), actually the end
chapter of my book is going to be called Legitimacy in
Speculative Design.
Stuart: Sorry to make you go back, but that was useful
context for me, could you repeat the question about
design?
Yes, I will start with your opinion on design archaeology
and on future-oriented science fiction methodology,
when a project is produced. Often times, my work is all
over the place, it’s referencing history and sometimes
it doesn’t and I just wanted your opinion on how these
two different things work.
Stuart: What do you mean by design archaeology?
Referencing and pulling from the historical. Putting
ordinary objects through a series of descriptions,
interpretations, then transformations, more common as
opposed to using the science fiction tropes, where you
can set things in 2050, 2100, where it doesn’t have to
reference reality as much.
Stuart: I guess I don’t necessarily think about it in
those two categories, if my mental model is the same as
what you’re asking about. I see futures oriented design
storytelling including speculative design, design fiction
to some degree critical design and experiential futures
as being about creating the circumstances for creating
a certain type of thought. Certain types of conversation
that are more difficult to have; that is, we can’t access
the future directly. At least, I don’t believe we can. Some

people have a different cosmology or a more mystical
understanding of the future that you can somehow foresee
in a transcendental way. I don’t believe that’s the case. I
don’t believe the wider culture that we are in really believe
that is the case. You’ve got this inaccessibility of a whole
vast domain of possibilities all over things that could exists
in the future, with no direct way to access those unless
or until you create them in the present as conversation
pieces. When you do that, you enable mental ecology, a
space in which to think and feel together about how those
possibilities could work and how they could look, what
they mean or what they might mean for our decisions
today. It’s not that you can’t have those conversation
without speculative design or experiential futures per say,
you can, you just won’t have anything concrete to point
to. It’s a way of hypothesizing tangibly, and that helps the
conversation goes deeper.
The interesting thing is that the feedback from the
general public that I’ve gotten... that’s why I used
“design archaeology” versus “future oriented science
fiction,” sometimes, that’s the first question that comes
up for the audience, is why is the body of work not
completely science fiction, or why is the body of work
not completely related to reality.
Stuart: If that’s the question people are asking, that
suggests a very narrow and disabling definition of reality.
I think dealing directly with futures squarely addresses
reality, but the part of the reality that it is addressing is
the ‘reality creating’ part. Not the reality cataloguing and
reaffirming part. In my old job, in an engineering firm, my
antenna would always go up when people go “Look!, The
reality is _” You’ve heard people say things like that before,
it’s a remarkably colonizing way of declaring “What Is,”
because it is a covert way of declaring the limits of what
can be. From the historical process that we’ve been going
through, the past 10,000 years but especially the last 300
years, since the dawn of the industrial age, the fact of the
matter is that reality is very plastic. We are remaking it all
the time. We’re not necessary doing that with a great deal
of intention or awareness. I think that the emergence
of speculative design and experiential futures end, to a
lesser degree, critical design and design fiction, those are
positive signs of the emergence of a more deliberate
and self-aware process of reality making. Have you read
the Futures of Everyday Life?
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Stuart: Let me suggest that you do that, a large part of it,
it’s my doctoral dissertation, which might sound like an
uninviting sort of invitation, but I did write it to be read
and people who have read it, who don’t necessarily have
anything to do with future or design, have told me that it
is readable. That emboldens me to suggest that given your
interests in this topic, you might find it worthwhile. I think
we’ll probably be having a deeper conversation if some of
those points are part of your thinking already.
Yep. I know you mentioned in your talk, aspects of
politics, scientific and research, and the future are
inherently depressing. If we’ve always wanted to
created something unsettling, is there any use for
a more optimistic piece of work at all? If it’s not
unsettling?
Stuart: I think optimism is unsettling in a different
way, it might not make you feel queasy, the news makes
you feel queasy. I think optimistic work is some of the
hardest, most challenging there is. Challenging to do, and
to think about concretely. There’s kind of a two-layered
consensus in the culture that officially, we are engaging
in things that make society better, but unofficially,
everyone is worry about humanity destroying itself and
the planet. That unofficial concern rears up officially,
but we’re still running as fast as we can, at the highest
levels of government, of national and supernational
political processes to generate financial prosperity on
the assumption that somehow that is going to improve
everything else... which is demonstrably not happening.
To answer your question, work that’s optimistic but
plausibly optimistic that doesn’t ignore—but tackles head
on and confronts and overcomes the magnitude of the
challenges we are facing, that is unsettling, in the best
possible way.
There’s a lot of speculative design projects floating
around, party due to Dunne & Raby’s Speculative
Everything influence. Some projects that are more
optimistic than others, and now that some of it becomes
too plausible, is it almost too real?
Stuart: I’m interested to hear that and to hear some of
the difficulties in having not be seen as worthwhile, Tony
(Dunne) and Fiona (Raby) have done a lot to increase the
visibility and currency for this type of work. It sounds like
what they’re putting forward, that those aren’t necessary
catching on. Why do you think that is?
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I think Tony and Fiona’s approach, is to make things
that don’t resemble almost at all, if any. I think that
takes people out of the zone of reflecting back on what
it is that they want them to question.
Stuart: That’s just a choice of tactic, that doesn’t mean
that all speculative design or all manifestation of the
future share that shortcoming. In fact, like working in a
more realistic, less whimsical idiom, is totally plausible
and some people do that. That’s partly where one of the
differences between what I’ve referred to as experiential
futures and some of the currents that are more common
to think about at the moment in the design world because
they include the word design in the name. The futures
work has always been about, for the last half a century
or so, since it began to be developed in earnest, having
an impact on people sense of the possible, probable, and
preferable. That, and putting design in service of those
ends, rather than recruiting the future as a subject matter
for a preexisting design practice. I think maybe this shows
up in the kinds of effects the future aspect of what that
agenda yields.
Parts of it for me, would be my sense of insecurity in
my own future, makes me want to find ways to actually
create a legitimate practice out of parts of it, within the
wider context of the world.
Stuart: I think a large part of it has to do with showing,
providing a channel in which people with a narrower
set about what reality is, to which they can access this
expanding material. If you push it too hard, or seem to be a
kind of play inaccessibly speculative, a whimsical, silly or
unrealistic space, then that in a way gives comfort to those
who would dismiss it because it makes it easy for them to
dismiss it. It’s like this ice cream truck that calls the sky
to rain ice cream. Doesn’t make sense as a real product,
therefore, I don’t have to think about it. It makes it too
easy to dismiss the whole of the future as irrelevant, so I
think that the task is not to buy into that binary of either
it’s realistic or it’s speculative and unhinged, but to find a
way to reconcile those poles so that it is speculating and
also feel realistic while stretching the definition of realism.
That’s a restatement of the task of the futurist, from my
point of view, I say that it is about creating spaces of
heightened insight of creativity and strategic engagement.
As opposed to going around with predictions telling people
that “this is the future!” That provides comfort as well, the
wrong kind, I disagree with that, therefore I won’t listen
to that person, and then you’ve accomplished precisely

nothing. If you instead see the task as being about creating
the circumstances in which people can interrogate their
own expertise and their own assumption in their own
way, but with the material that you’ve provided to invite,
seduce, and provoke that questioning, then you’re not
patronizing them by saying that this is the future and to see
it this way, but you’re also not letting him off the hook and
saying whatever you think right now is perfectly sufficient.
It’s the heart of it and the art of it is in the stretching of
people’s mental model. If it doesn’t stretch them, then it’s
not working
All this has been so useful for me, even the way you
say to present the working, presenting it too far, it’s
been great...
Stuart: I think there’s a bit of a paradox in that, if you
get caught in a conversation about why you’re doing
and whether it’s legitimate intellectually, it’s sort of... I
wouldn’t say it’s self-defeating, that doesn’t mean you
can’t do other things in addition to having that argument,
but I don’t think that’s where the argument is won or lost.
I think it’s in whether you can experientially having people
develop insights that they wouldn’t otherwise have had,
that having them see something else, not just claiming, hey
it’s great because it lets you see something else. Degas, the
artist, said that art is not what you can see, it’s what you
can make others see. I think that’s really important in this
space, because any work that purports to have an impact
on people can I think it can too easily get by on what it
claims to have. Actually having that impact is the hard
part, it makes me nervous when I spend too long talking
about it and less time doing it. For example, there’s an
assignment that I have my graduate students, my masters
of design student in strategic foresight and innovation here
at OCAD, that I have them do each semester in the same
class. It’s called the foresight studio and in it, we introduce
a number of core foresights and futures methodologies
to give them an exposure to how this practice is done,
usually in a consultant setting. The assignment I’m talking
about was introduced in 2013, when I started working
here, at a certain point, once they’ve developed within
scenarios whatever they’re looking at, which might be
entrepreneurship or the arctic, or the public broadcasting,
you name it. Once they’ve done the scenarios, thought
about the logic and plunge it all out, they have to take
those stories and turn them into immersive experiences.
I call this the Time Machine, when you step into over the
threshold of whatever room they’ve adopted around the
campus around the Time Machine, you’re being invited

to step into a Time Out of 2050 or whatever it is, you’re
there for 20 minutes. There’s an envelope of time in which
the task is to remove all of the distraction which might
interfere with the ability to believe in a proposition that
this is a glimpse of a possible future. You’re not watching
it in a way the audience of a movie of a classic theatre
production sits back and watch it, you are in it. You may
discover once you’ve been there for a minute or two, that
you have a role in the future, with something to do and
some agency in it. Last week when we did this, for the
fifth time since 2013, one of the industry ambassadors was
somebody from outside the university who’s representing
an industry sector and works with the students on their
scenarios and their scanning processes to make sure
they have a purchase on reality. This person came to the
time machine, a number of them did, and there was one
in particular that a group he had been advised produced
the year 2030, at the end of it he was like “Wow, I’ve had
more ideas in the last 20 minutes about what we could and
should be doing in the next 3 years than I’ve had in a very
long time.” It was interesting because he was clearly lit up
by that particular future, and I think that is a nice example,
it’s not the only example. I think there’s something
powerfully catalytic about a well crafted glimpse of a
possible future. It may be catalytic in terms of “Wow, we
want to go there” or “Wow, we really do want to go there”
or “Gee, this is complicated. There are thing about this that
I really like and that there are something I would want to
avoid.” The materials are present for a temporarily shared
mental model amongst the people who have experienced it
of this possible future. That is a significant value because
where else would that come from? It’s a created artifact,
it has to be. Everybody has to look at the future and get
the same information, there is no information because the
future doesn’t exist so you only have these constructs to
work with. Sadly, the constructs that we have—we lean
(as a culture) heavily on science fiction, even for design
conversations, because that’s what we have to work with.
Even though it’s supposed to be just entertainment, it is of
necessity, recruited for these other purposes like figuring
out future interfaces, because it’s the one place we can
look for inspiration and my argument in my work is about
taking that powerful catalytic function and deploying it
more deliberately for serious purposes, by serious, I mean
politics and education and the UN, all the stuff that’s
front page of the newspaper everyday. Why aren’t we
coimagining future more vividly, we have the technology,
we just don’t have the cultural reflex yet. Sci-fi is great,
and I enjoyed it deeply as entertainment, but I think it
is worrying when things that are primarily produced to
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amuse end up being the main stuff that we are thinking
our futures with. The fact that you used the term science
fiction before as the counterpart or the opposite of design
archaeology is very telling. I’m pointing out that science
fiction that the terms that we have for thinking about the
future are revealing about how limited our thinking is. Like
science fiction, science and technology driven portraits are
the only or the best way to think about worlds to come.
We’ve desperately need a technocratic imaginary. The
phrase science fiction doesn’t cover that very well, there’s
social science fiction. It’s revealing on how much we rely
on science to do the history shaping for us. The other main
category to think about this stuff is utopia and dystopia.
These are literary tropes and they are massively overused
and they’re incredibly flat. Utopia is literally no place,
it’s a place so good that it’s impossible. A dystopia is the
opposite of that, it’s all disasters all the time. The starting
point in The Futures of Everyday Life is a quote from Bruce
Sterling, about the unthinkable and the unimaginable.
That’s what we have when we talk about Utopias and
Dystopias, so we have unthinkably bad, unimaginably
good, and then science fiction somewhere in the middle,
but that’s inherently science driven. Just that language,
those three labels in themselves tell us so much about the
public imagination.
I like the fact that you’ve defined utopia and dystopia,
and that they’re inherently bad...
Stuart: I didn’t mean that they’re inherently bad, it’s that
they’re inherently limiting. If we were to entertain the
possibility of a more nuanced conversation or a higher
level of foresight literacy in the culture, I don’t think we
would be leaning quite heavily on these old and flat terms.
A utopia sort of imagines everything good all the time
for everybody. Dystopia is tragically, almost comically,
despairingly awful. If you look at history, you rarely
find anything that could plausibly be called a Utopia and
Dystopia, because it’s always a mixture of some people
are winning and some people are losing. Some people are
having the best day of their lives, and some people are
having the worst day of their lives. It’s always a messy
juxtaposition of good and bad rather than everything being
the same color. I think that lack of nuance in our thinking
about the future is poisonous.
—

This interview has been edited for length and clarity
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FICTIONALIZED
SPECTACLE
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FICTIO NAL IZ E D SP E CTACL E

Graphic design, as a discipline, is not well-noticed or
understood by the general public. Layout and typographic
treatments are often unnoticeable, simply becoming forms
to an audience unfamiliar with the concept of graphic
design. The goal and focus of my work is the ability to
recognize common letterforms, the typeface. In the projects
where a customized typeface is used, it acts as an element
and clue of what the project is about. My work requires
shifting the typographical setting from invisible to visible,
even if it reduces legibility or readability of the work.
Hence, some of the projects have a typeface specimen
as an introductory piece. The specimen as an entry point
into the work to focus on one key element that is different
from its real world context or reference. Typographical
elements (that are considered as body text) are often
supposed to be unnoticeable because they are act as the
main means of communication of the content. The nuances
of the reading experience plays a role in how the some of the
projects are designed around the typeface. The condensed,
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24. Buchanan, Richard. “Declaration
by Design: Rhetoric, Argument, and
Demonstration in Design Practice.”
Design Issue. no. 1 (1985): 4-22.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1511524
(accessed March 13, 2014).
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“[Design] success is not judged theoretically
by appealing to the knowledge of a small
group of experts, but practically by appealing
to the interests, attitudes, opinions, and
values of users.”24
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of the element of satire; deliberation in regards
to the body of work is often required by the viewers in order
to fully process them.
Some of the early pieces, such as Efficiency Typeface
(2014) and Urban Times Roman (2013), are supposed to be
displayed in a gallery setting. A space that often requires
a small amount of consideration and deliberation about
the context and meaning of the work. Due to the nature of
the work that comes from design fiction, it is difficult to find
appropriate places to put the objects that are of ‘speculative
document’ in nature. As the audience goes through the
process of the work, they can gain a new perception. This
particular methodology aims for the audience to recognize
the underlying point regarding the work—the idea of selfreflexive criticality or social issues that are often not stated
on paper or acknowledged but they are known and accepted
without question.
I see the method of a subversive and rhetorical
content, and satirical proposition as parallel to the usage
of fictionalized narrative. Combining with the act of
documentation to orchestrate an authentic representation
of the unreal world. The methodology analyzes an image
or content from the original source and then puts that image
or reference through filters in which to create dissonance.
All realistic references are kept to the background to become
the sub-text, treating it as a caption of sorts, while putting
the focus on another subversive or satirical element as the
primary content.
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elongated, reverse, skewed, and automated function built
within the typeface is fit to be used within specific content.
The early projects are mostly an investigation for the
traditional graphic design mediums of books and posters.
The self-reflexiveness of these projects reference the
common ways of experiencing the work, and put them to
an investigation. Projects such as Book of a Book (2014)
and Poster Typeface(2014), question the validity of their
respective formats through typographical treatments and
how text can be perceived on them if they were to fit the way
the format is handled.
By nature, self-reflexive or meta graphic design
projects, have a limited audience. The only guaranteed
audience is most likely people who are familiar with design
and its intricacies. In order for the work to exist in a wider
context and out into the real world, the work needs to have
some sort of element that everyday audiences can relate to.
For me, sociopolitical contexts are effective to get people
involved in questioning the work and implications. It
reminds the audience through anticipation and participation,
of the possible context being used in each project.
More often, the element of satire is an indirect veil over
a situation in order to differentiate itself from standard facts
or information from the news. The projects always aim to
question an existing concept or the content itself, but satire
can lend itself to be used in a critical manner. Satire points
to the accountability and often far-fetched ideas of the
depicted topic, taking elements out to be ridiculed. Because
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“The idea of the “proposal” is at the heart of this
approach to design: to propose, to suggest, to
offer something. This is what design is good at,
it can sketch out possibilities. Although these
proposals draw from rigorous analysis and
thorough research, it’s important they do not lose
their imaginative, improbably, and provocative
qualities. They are closer to literature than social
science, emphasize imagination over practicality,
and ask questions rather than provide answers.
The project’s value is not what it achieves or
does but what it is and how it makes people feel,
especially if it encourages people to question, in
an imaginative, troubling, and thoughtful way,
everydayness and how things could be different.
To be effective, the work needs to contain
contradictions and cognitive glitches. Rather
than offering an easy way forward, it highlights
dilemmas and trade-offs between imperfect
alternatives. Not a solution, not a “better” way,
just another way. Viewers can make up their
own minds.”26
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Much of my work uses political movements or
recurring issues within the news media as content in
order to be relatable. In essence, this thesis is more of a
methodology to gain ground and advance the notion of
what the audience can get out of the work, as opposed
to being about the work itself. It is provoking and asking
questions instead of telling. The knowledge defined by
what the project proposes as opposed to documentation.
Instead of being an acceptance of status-quo, a byproduct
of documentation experience, it is the post-realization and
acknowledgement of the question posed within the work
that depicts the future. The commitment to exposure of
information through a subversive methodology—that is
the most important aspect of my definition of speculative
design. The viewers for this thesis will recognize the
familiar experiences often ignored and acknowledge various
aspects that are invisibly present in real life situations.
The work posits a question and creates moments of
curiosity. It is not intended to be a mission to educate,
but to promote an increased awareness of our perception.
The work tries to magnify common tropes to highlight our
everyday encounters. The viewers for this thesis will see
the elements of speculation to better see the future as a
referential context to better understand the present reality.

26.Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby.
Speculative Everything: Design,
Fiction, and Social Dreaming. Boston:
MIT Press, 2013. 189.
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My first investigation took on the notion of “Meta” or a selfreflexive output from graphic design such as books, posters,
and typefaces. Questioning why things are the way they are
treated, traditionally, and what are the implications of those
graphic design elements on the medium of delivery. 		
I then took on sociopolitical contexts to aim for a
wider audience for my projects. Most objects that I have
produced are too niche (and aimed at design circles) and
my body of work risks being incomprehensible outside of
a gallery setting.
The projects from the final semester of my thesis
investigation are all intended to live in the “world” as
opposed to the gallery setting. Thus, most of the output
is are magazine or ad-based because this best fits into the
contemporary world. I acknowledge that a lot of the projects
address many first-world problems that persists, but they
are still relevant in catalyzing about the possible futures of
our current predicament, whatever they may be.
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“We believe that even nonviable alternatives,
as long as they are imaginative, are valuable
and serve as inspiration to imagine one’s
own alternatives. Speculative design can be
a catalyst for this: it can inspire imagination
and a feeling that, if not exactly anything,
more is definitely possible. Speculative design
contributes to the reimagining not only of
reality itself but also our relationship to reality.
But for this to happen, we need to move beyond
speculative design, to speculate everything
—generating a multitude of worldviews,
ideologies, and possibilities. The way the world
is follows on from how we think the ideas
inside our heads shape the world out there.
If our values, mental models, and ethics change,
then the world that flows from that worldview
will be different, and we hope better.”25
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25. Dunne, Anthony, and Fiona Raby. Speculative
Everything: Design, Fiction, and Social Dreaming.
Boston: MIT Press, 2013. 161.

The three main aspects of scientific research, futures, and politics were
mentioned by the futurist, Stuart Candy, as the main vehicle for envisioning
the future. Of the three aspects mentioned, none are optimistic according to
Stuart.25 Seriousness is often questioned within some of my projects since can be
interpreted to be light and non-serious, as opposed to portraying a completely
utopic or dystopic future. The satire-oriented projects highlight the reality
of what we are may be. They are not meant to ridicule, but to approach these
realities with a critical attitude and light touch. To fuse them with an aesthetic
that is completely out of this world instead of referencing the medium. The more
reality you are referencing, the more real the project needs to become.
In order to legitimize and promote speculative design, the field at large
must be open to accepting alternative practices. Design must evolve if the field
wants to explore the possibilities of what the practice can become. Designers
can and should have an opinion and be allowed to create content.
The act of non-documentation and speculative design is never about
from the work. It’s the act of recalling of the knowledge the viewer already
has to realize what is at stake and what is important. The content of the “nondocumentation” of a project will only last as long as the topic it is depicting.
It’s not meant to last forever. The interpretation of current affairs will change
over time because of the alternative perspectives provided, which makes each
project relevant when the situation in the real world calls for it to be. News
worthy items blended with fictional narrative can extend the possible lives of
a particular project.
The series of projects presented are almost always created from a prompt
or a question, reflecting on the current state of graphic design and the world
at large. My work creates references real events to function as an entry points
back into the world. I believe speculative design has to operate in the world, not
just in a gallery, or an academic setting. If it becomes dispersed by anyone other
than the creator, then it’s proof that even speculative design be effective outside
the gallery context of artist to audience. In the future, this thesis will act as a
ground for speculative design work, and for future practices to come. The only
recommendation for future speculators is that they should take things seriously
and not seriously at the same time. By making things that are unreal and real
at the same time, the projects can serve to spur the imaginations of future
design speculators.
27. “Whose Future Is This? : Stuart
Candy at TEDxChristchurch.”
YouTube. Accessed April 20, 2015.
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